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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Transposons are DNA entities that can change their positions in the genome 
(McCLINTOCK 1946). Insertion and excision events of transposons can result in the 
disruption o1 gene function and various rearrangement of genomic sequences, indeed, the 
first transposon, Ds (Dissociation), was identified via its ability to initiate chromosome 
breaks (McCLINTOCK 1946). The mutations and rearrangements caused by transposon 
insertion and excision have evolutionary significance in terms of generating genetic 
diversity (PETERSON 1986). Transposon families have also been widely used to "tag" and 
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clone genes of interest (reviewed WALBOT 1992). 
Upon insertion, genomic sequences flanking a transposon are often duplicated 
(generating a target site duplication, TSD). Mutant phenotypes caused by transposon 
insertions are often unstable due to excision events that restore gene function. Thus, 
somatic sectoring of wild-type tissue on a mutant background can be observed and germinal 
revertants can sometimes be recovered. 
Transposons can be functionally classified into two groups: autonomous (regulator), 
such as Ac and En/Spm, and nonautonomous (receptor) elements, such as Ds and dSpm. This 
classification is based upon an element's ability to encode the functions necessary for its 
own transposition. Transposons within the same family share similar terminal inverted 
repeats (TIRs) and respond to the same transposase. Many transposon families have been 
identified in a variety of taxa from bacteria to plants and animals (reviewed by FEDOROFF 
1989; GIERL and SAEDLER 1989). Among plant transposon families, the Ac/Ds and En/Spm 
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families of maize have been well characterized and are widely used in transposon tagging 
projects involving both maize and other plant species such as Arabidopsis, tobacco and 
tomato (JAMES et al. 1995; DINESH-KUMAR et al. 1995; also reviewed by HEHL 1994). 
The two best characterized plant transposon families, Ac/Ds and En/Spm were 
reviewed by FEDOROFF (1989) and GIERL and SAEDLER (1989). The 4.6-kb Ac element 
has 11-bp (basepairs) imperfect TIRs and encodes a S.S-kb transcript. Elements in this 
family generate a 8 bp TSD upon insertion. Some Ds elements are deletion derivatives of Ac 
but some share sequence similarity with Ac only in the 11 bp TIR. The 8.3-kb En/Spm 
element which has 13-bp perfect TIRs and longer imperfect subterminal inverted repeats, 
encodes at least two products, tnpA and tnpB. in contrast to Ds elements, all dSpm elements 
identified to date represent deletion derivatives of En/Spm. Elements of these two families 
often transpose to nearby locations on the same chromosome through a nonreplicative 
mechanism (GREENBLATT 1974). Ac/Ds elements transpose during or after DNA 
replication and usually to a nonreplicated site (GREENBLATT 1984; CHEN et al. 1987). 
This can result in an increase in Ac copy numbers in some cells. 
The Mutator family of maize was discovered by virtue of its ability to confer an 
exceptionally high forward mutation rate to lines which carry it (ROBERTSON 1978). The 
initial characterization of this family was complicated by its non-Mendelian transmission 
pattern. However, subsequent characterization of this transposon family have resulted in 
not only the cloning of numerous genes (Table 1) but also a more detailed understanding of 
its regulation and its effects on the maize genome (reviewed by CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 
1992; BENNETZEN efa/. 1993). 
Data presented in this dissertation include (1) the molecular cloning of the 
autonomous element of the Mutator family, MuDR] (2) a functional analysis of the MuDR 
Table 1 A summary of the compositions, copy numbers and insertion sites of cloned Mu elements (adapted and modified from 
Bennetzen 1993). 
Copy # in Copy # in 
Overall non-Mutator Mutator As insertion at other 
Mu element Subfamily size (bp) TIR (bp) lines lines Initial isolation via genie sequences Ref 
Mul-del Mul/MuZ -1000 213, 215 nr^ nr insertion at bzl b 
Mul MuUMuZ 1378 213, 215 0-4 10-50 insertion at adhi bzl, bz2, knl, d 
shl, hcflOB, vpl, 
vp7, Ijl, hml, 
ael, sul, rfl*, 
rfZ, gll and rthi* 
MuZiMuhT) Mul/MuZ 1745 nr 0-4 0-10 homology with Mul bzl, bl and anl e 
Mu3 Mu3 1824 200 >2 3-15 insertion at adh 1 y1, vp7and hml f 
Mu4 Mu4 2015 514 2-4 2-15 homology to Mul TIR 9 
Mu5 MuS/MuDR 1320 358 8-12 8-20 homology to Mul TIR h 
Mu6 Mu6/Mu7 nr nr nr nr homology to Mul TIR i 
Mu7{rcy) Mu6/Mu7 2199 263 2-6 4-10 insertion at bzl knl J 
Mu8 Mu8 1410 185 2-4 10-20 insertion at wxl knl and gl8 k 
Mu9' MuS/MuDR 4942 215 0 5-30 insertion at bzZ m 
MuA MuS/MuDR nr nr nr nr homology to Mul TIR n 
MuAZ' MuS/MuDR 4942 215 0 1-10 homology with MuA o 
dMuR MuS/MuDR nr nr nr nr insertion at shI P 
MuRl' MuS/MuDR nr nr 0 1-? homology with dMuR q 
MuDR:Cyll MuS/MuDR -5000 215 nr nr insertion at a 7 r 
^ Not reported. 
^ Hardeman and Chandler 1989. 
^ Genes cloned by Mu element tagging are in bold font. 
^Bennetzen et all 984; O'Reilly et a/.l 984; Taylor et at. 1986; Brown et alA 989; Hardeman and Chandler 1989; McLaughlin and 
Walbot 1987; Sundaresan and Freeling 1987; Martienssen et alA 989; McCarty et alA 989; Bennetzen 1993; Han et a/.l 992; Johal and 
Brigg 1992; Stinard et al. 1993; James et al. 1995; Wise et al., personal communication; Cui et al., personal communication; Hansen et 
ah, personal communication; Wen and Schnable, personal communication. 
® Taylor and Walbot 1987; Taylor et alA 986; Patterson et alA 991; Benson et al. 1995. 
^Chen et al 1987; Oishi and Freeling 1987; Buckner et alA 990; Johal and Brigg 1992. 
^Talbert et a/.l 989. 
/'Talbert et a/.l 989. 
' Chandler and Hardeman 1992. 
-/ Schnable and Peterson 1989; Veit et alA 990. 4^. 
Fleenor et a/.l 990; Veit et a/,1990; Xu et al., personal communication. 
' Mu9, MuA2, MuRI and MuDR:Cy1 are all isolates of MuDR element. 
Hershberger et a/.l 991 
" Qin and Ellingboe 1990. 
° Qin et a/.l 991; James et a/.l 993. 
PChomet et a/.l 991. 
^Chomet et a/.l 991. 
'"Hsia and Schnable, this report. 
* Preliminary results, need to be confirmed. 
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element via molecular-genetic approaches: and (3) characterization of three aspects of 
MuDR behavior: its rates of transposition/replication, its ability to regulate Mu element 
methylation patterns and the developmental timing of its action. 
Origin and initial characterization of the Mutator transposon family 
The /Wufator transposon family was discovered by DONALD ROBERTSON in 1976 
while he was studying a maize line carrying a pale yellow endosperm mutant, y9 
(ROBERTSON 1978). To determine the genetic position of y9, plants heterozygous for y9 
and other markers were crossed to a stock homozygous for these markers and then selfed. 
Selfed progeny were then seedling tested to obtain linkage data (yS also expresses a mutant 
phenotype at the seedling stage). An unusual number of new mutants were discovered in 
these seedling tests. On average, the y9 stock exhibited a 30-fold higher mutation rate than 
controls. Subsequent tests established that this elevated mutation rate was not correlated 
with the y9 locus, genetic background (ROBERTSON 1978) or a particular cytoplasm 
(ROBERTSON 1981a). The transmission of this elevated mutation rate is non-Mendelian in 
that 90% of the progeny resulting from an outcross between a Mutator stock and a non-
Mutator stock exhibit this elevated mutation rate. It was thought that this mutator system 
might involve transposons because 35% of the new mutants exhibited somatic mutability 
(ROBERTSON 1978). For the remainder of this dissertation, the term "Mutator lines" is 
used to indicate stocks that are derived from Robertson's y9 stock and "non-Mutatof lines 
indicate stocks that have no recent common pedigree with the y9 stock. 
The first Mu transposon, Mu1, was cloned as a 1.4-kb insertion in a Mutator-
induced allele of the adh1 (alcohol dehydrogenase 1) locus (BENNETZEN et al. 1984). This 
transposon contains terminal inverted repeats of 213-215 base pairs and generated a 9-bp 
target site duplication upon insertion into adhi (BARKER et al. 1984). Many other Mu 
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elements have since been cloned either by virtue of their homology to the inverted repeats of 
Mu1 or from /Wufator-induced alleles at other loci. These Mu elements can be grouped into 
subfamilies according to their internal sequences and will be discussed in a later section. 
However, the autonomous element of /Wutetor family was not identified until recently (QIN et 
at. 1991; CHOMET etal. 1991; HERSHBERGER etal. 1991) because of the complex 
transmission of Mutator activity (which will be discussed in a separate section). 
Most Mutator stocks contain between 10 and 70 copies of Mu1, as assayed via 
Southern blot hybridization with a Mu1-spec\\\c probe (BENNETZEN 1984; FREELING 
1984; CHANDLER etal. 1986; BENNETZEN etal. 1987; TALBERT etal. 1989). In contrast, 
non-Mufator stocks contain between zero and four copies of Mu1 (Bennetzen 1984; Freeiing 
1984; Chandler et al. 1986; Bennetzen et al. 1987; Talbert et al. 1989). In fact, a Mu1 
hybridizing fragment was isolated from the inbred line, B37 (a non-Mutator stock) and 
proved to be identical to Mu1 at the sequence level (Chandler et al. 1988). Using the Mu1 
TIRs as a probe, non-Mutator lines were found to contain between zero to 20-30 
hybridizing fragments (Bennetzen 1984; Chandler et al. 1986; Talbert et al. 1989). 
Talbert et al. (1989) also demonstrated that Mu-Wke elements could be found in eight maize 
inbred lines and three other species of the Zea genus using Mu4 and Mu5 internal sequences 
as probes. The Mu elements present in most non-Mutator stocks are not active (i.e., they do 
not transpose). However, the Cylrcy transposon system isolated from a non-Mutator line, 
is genetically active and is both functionally and structurally related to the Mutator family 
(Schnable and Peterson 1986, 1988, 1989; Schnable etal. 1989). Indeed, data presented 
in this dissertation establish that the Cy autonomous element is another isolate of the 
autonomous element, MuDR, of the Mutator family. 
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Cy/rcy transposon system is related to Mutator family 
The Cylrcy system was first Identified in the TEL population (Schnable and Peterson 
1988). The TEL (Transposable Element Laden) population contains five different 
transposon families: Cy, En, Uq, Ac and Dt, and has no known common origin with 
Robertson's Mutator stock (Schnable and Peterson 1986). The bzl-rcy allele was isolated 
as a mutable kernel from the TEL population following directed tagging (Peterson 1978). 
The bz1 locus encodes flavonol (0)3-glucosyl transferase (Larson and coe 1968) and is one 
of the genes involved in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway. Kernels that are homozygous 
bz1 exhibit a bronze aleurone, in contrast to the wild-type purple or red. The bz1-rcy 
allele has a rcy:Mu7 transposon insertion (Schnable and Peterson 1988; Schnable et al. 
1989) which disrupts Bz1 gene function resulting in a recessive bronze aleurone 
phenotype. The excision of rcy:Mu7 can be activated by Cy elements (Schnable and Peterson 
1988, 1989; Schnable et al. 1989) and results in the appearance of somatic revertant 
sectors (colored spots) on the bronze aleurone background. Hence, mutability (excision of 
the rcy transposon) is under the control of the Cy element. The Cy element is transmitted in 
a near-Mendelian fashion. This made it possible to characterize the behavior of Cy in genetic 
crosses (Schnable and Peterson 1988). For example, it is possible to assay for the 
presence of genetically active Cy elements in maize lines via crosses to the bz1-rcy 
reporter allele. 
Several lines of evidence suggest that the Cylrcy family is related to the Mutator 
family. First, using bz1-rcy (Schnable and Peterson 1988) as a reporter allele, Cy 
elements were found only in the TEL population (which carried between one and six copies of 
genetically active Cy elements) and Mutator-derlved lines (which had from three to seven 
copies of genetically active Cy elements) (Schnable and Peterson 1986). Cy activity was 
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identified in a few other lines, but was very weak (Schnable and Peterson 1986). Second, 
Cy activity has been correlated with Mutator activity in Mutator-6eme6 lines (Schnable 
and Peterson 1989). Also, a Cy-containing line has been shown to harbor Mutator activity 
when assayed via the Robertson (1978) seedling test for Mutator activity (Schnable and 
Peterson 1989). Third, Cy can trigger mutability at receptor alleles that carry a Mu1 
element Insertion (a1'Mum2) or that are derived from Mutator stocks {bz-mus4 and 
bz-mus7) and presumed to carry a Mu element insertion (Schnable and Peterson 1989). 
Finally, the 2.2-kb rcy transposon isolated from the bz1-rcy allele contains 203-bp TIR 
and 65 bp internal repeats homologous to that of Mu1 (Schnable et al. 1989). Thus, it was 
proposed that Cy may be the autonomous element of the Mufafor family (Schnable and 
Peterson 1988); data presented in this dissertation confirm this prediction. 
Maintenance of Mu activity 
The transmission pattern of Mutator activity is complex. About 10% of the outcross 
progenies from Mutator lines (progeny generated via crosses between Mutator lines and 
nor\-Mutator lines) do not exhibit Mutator activity (Robertson 1978, 1985). Initial 
intercrosses between Mutator lines often generate progeny with increased rates of forward 
mutation (enhanced Mutator activity). However, subsequent intercrosses (three to four 
generations) often suppress Mutator activity (Robertson 1983). Most inactive lines 
generated via outcrosses can be reactivated via crosses to active Mutator stocks, but (at 
least some) those inactive lines generated via intercrossing can not be reactivated 
(Robertson 1986). Molecular analyses of Mu1 elements in the inactive lines demonstrated 
that inbreeding can increase Mu1 copy number and the subsequent loss of Mutator activity 
was associated with the absence of Mu1 transposition events (no novel Mt/7-hybridizing 
DNA fragments were detected via Southern blots using DNA from these plants) (Bennetzen 
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1987; Bennetzen et al. 1987) and the hypermethylation of Mu1 elements. 
Hypermethylation has been associated with loss of activity in several transposon families 
(Schwartz et al. 1986; Chomet et al. 1987; Banks et al. 1988) Similar results were 
obtained for the Mutator family and will be discussed later. However, this 
hypermethylation and loss of Mu1 transposition were not always observed in inactive lines 
derived from outcross losses (Bennetzen 1987; Bennetzen et al. 1987). This observation 
implies that Mu element transposition in outcross loss lines may be too low to confer high 
forward mutation rates, but not completely shut down. Subsequent studies that examined 
reactivation at various mutable alleles showed that stable alleles generated from either 
outcross or inbreeding can be reactivated via crosses to active Mutator lines, but that a 
partial maternal effect was observed in reactivation crosses. That is, in some reports 
reactivation was more efficient when active plants were used as the female parent in the 
reactivation cross than in the reciprocal cross (Walbot 1986; Bennetzen 1987; Walbot and 
Warren 1988; Martienssen et al. 1990). In other reports (Brown and Sundaresan, 1992) 
no differences were observed in reciprocal reactivation crosses. To explain these difference 
it has been proposed that the Mutator lines used by various labs may have differential 
activities (Brown and Sundaresan, 1992). Bennetzen (1994) observed that inactive 
Mutator lines exhibit a range of dominance over active Mutator lines, and, similarly, active 
Mutator lines can vary in their ability to reactivate inactive lines. Generally, those 
inactive lines derived from intercrossing had more dominance and were therefore harder to 
reactivate. 
The loss of activity has been shown to be progressive during plant development 
(Martienssen et al. 1990, 1994; Brown et al. 1994). Thus, the male gametes are more 
likely to lose Mu activity via inactivation than female gametes because they arise later in 
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the cell lineage. This model would then suggest that the differences observed in reciprocal 
reactivation crosses reflect the higher rates of loss of Mu activity in male gametes relative 
to female gametes (Martienssen et al. 1990). Also, a plant can be somatically and/or 
germinally (ear and tassel sectoring) mosaic for Mu activity and Mul methylation status 
(Martienssen et al. 1990; Martienssen and Baron 1994). 
Assays for detecting Mu activity 
Different assays have been employed to detect Mu activity. It is important to bear in 
mind that these assays survey various aspects of Mu activity at different developmental 
stages. Thus, results from individual experiments using dissimilar assays can not always be 
compared directly with each other. These assays include 1) a seedling test for the 
occurrence of novel mutations. This assay measures the overall mutation rate conferred by 
insertions of all Mu elements in a genome; 2) the appearance of somatic mutability as 
conditioned by a Wu-element insertion allele. This assay measures excision of a particular 
Mu element from a defined allele; 3) epigenetic changes in Mu elements (this assay 
measures the methylation status of all Mu1 elements in a genome); and 4) Mu element 
transposition events as observed via Southern blot analysis. 
Mutator activity was initially defined by Robertson (1978) as a high forward 
mutation rate. This rate is measured via a seedling test. A plant to be tested for Mutator 
activity is crossed to standard r\or\-Mutator plant (non-Mu) as the male parent and self 
pollinated. Analysis of the selfed progeny from the Mu plant reveals the presence of 
mutations that are carried as heterozygotes in the Mu stock. If the non-Mu plant had a 
second ear, it is also self pollinated (for the same purpose). A minimum of 50 progeny 
from the outcross ear are selfed to generate F2 ears. Kernels from these F2 ears are planted 
in a sand bench and the resulting seedlings are screened for phenotypic mutations such as 
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those affecting seedling pigmentation, cuticular wax composition and plant growth. New 
mutations revealed by this test were generally generated in the Mu parent. Three to nine 
percent of the F2 families generated from Mutator plants segregated for new mutations. In 
contrast, only 0.2%-0.7% of Fg families created in a similar manner but using 
non-Mutator lines did so. This test measures the overall mutability of individual Mutator 
lines. However, this test is very laborious and time consuming and is therefore most 
suitable for applications that require the identification of very active Mutator stocks (e.g., 
tagging experiments). For the rest of this review, the term "Mutator activity", will be 
used to designate a high forward mutation rate as assayed by this seedling test. However, it 
should be noted that there is no forward mutation rate that is commonly agreed upon to 
indicate a positive result in this seedling assay. 
Several mutable alleles with Mu element insertions in genes involved in the 
anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway (e.g., a1, c1, bz1 and bz2) have been utilized to study the 
maintenance, timing and induction of Mu activity (Robertson et al. 1985, 1988; Walbot 
1986, 1988; Walbot and Warren 1988; Levy et al. 1989; Levy and Walbot 1990; Brown 
and Sundaresan 1992; Brown et al. 1994; Bennetzen 1994). Such mutable alleles give rise 
to colored revertant sectors (spots) on a colorless or bronze aleurone background of kernels 
due to excision events that restore gene function in the presence of Mu activity. By 
analyzing the segregation ratio of spotted vs. nonspotted kernels on an ear, the copy number 
of the autonomous elements present in the parent plants can be estimated. The rationale is 
as follows: If a plant is homozygous for, for example, a1-Mum2 (which has a Mu1 insertion 
that abolishes the a1 gene function (O'Reilly et al. 1984)) is crossed to a homozygous a 7 
plant carrying one copy of the autonomous element, all progenies will have a1-Mum2/a1 
genotype. Kernels that carry the autonomous element will be spotted and those that do not 
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will be colorless. Since only one autonomous element is segregating in this cross, half of the 
progeny will be spotted and half will be colorless. Similarly, if two autonomous elements 
are segregating, three quarters of the kernels will be spotted, and one-quarter will be 
spotted. The expected ratios of spotted to colorless can be calculated for any number of 
autonomous elements. However, using segregation ratios to estimate the copy number of the 
autonomous element is less accurate when the number of autonomous elements exceeds 
three, because of the limited population size on individual ears. Simplified lines with only 
one copy of the autonomous element were isolated through this system and led to the cloning 
of this element, MuDR (Hershberger et al. 1991; Chomet et al. 1991; Qin ef al. 1991). 
This assay for Mu activity is based on the response of receptor Mu elements at specific loci. 
However, the responsiveness of these receptor Mu elements can be affected by factors other 
than Mu activity. Epigenetic modification (Chandler and Walbot 1986; Levy and Walbot 
1991), imprecise excision of receptor and excision-related alterations of receptor element 
(Taylor and Walbot 1985; Levy and Walbot 1991; Britt and Walbot 1991; Doseff et al. 
1991) can eradicate the responsiveness of the mutable allele and thus give a false negative 
result for Mu activity in this assay. 
Robertson et al. followed both somatic mutability and Mutator activity (assayed by 
the seedling test) in a Mutator line carrying a1-Mum3 (1985, 1988) to determine the 
correlation of these two assays. The spotting patterns on a series of kernels were scored on 
a scale from one to four (no spots to high spot density). Plants generated from kernels with 
different scores were outcrossed to an a t tester line and the resulting ears were scored for 
spotting patterns. These progenies were subjected to the Mutator seedling test. Generally, 
kernels with high frequencies of spotting also exhibited high forward mutation rates, while 
those with no spots gave no new mutations in seedling tests. However, this correlation is not 
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absolute and exceptions were observed. Some highly spotted kernels did not show a high 
fonward mutation rate and some nonspotted kernels did have Mutator activity. These 
exceptions could be explained by discrepancies between embryo and endosperm genotypes, 
differential sensitivity of Mu elements {Mul vs others) to the autonomous element, 
insufficient Mu elements to condition high forward mutation rates or alterations of the 
a1-Mum3 allele that eliminated its responsiveness to the autonomous element (Chandler and 
Hardeman 1992). 
Epigenetic modification has been correlated with loss of Mutator activity and somatic 
mutability. Restriction enzymes that are sensitive to 5-methylcytosine have been used to 
survey sites within or flanking Mul elements for methylation (Chandler et al. 1986; 
Bennetzen 1987; Chandler and Walbot 1986; Walbot 1988; Brown and Sundaresan 1992; 
Brown et al. 1994; Levy and Walbot 1991; Martienssen et al. 1990; Martienssen and Baron 
1994). Generally, the Mu1 elements in non-Wt/tator lines and inactive Mutator Wnes are 
hypermethylated. Those in active Mutator lines are hypomethylated. However, exceptions 
are found. Some plants lost Mu activity as assayed by somatic mutability but carried 
hypomethylated Mu1 elements (Martienssen et al. 1990). In addition, inactive Mutator 
lines derived from the 10% outcross progeny that lost Mutator activity also at least 
sometimes harbor hypomethylated Mu1 elements (Bennetzen 1987). But the loss of 
Mutator activity does not necessarily mean that plants have lost the autonomous Mu elements 
and Mu transpositions (Bennetzen 1987). As discussed before, even though a plant carries 
the autonomous Mu element, it may have insufficient numbers of Mu elements to confer the 
high mutation rate required to classify it as having Mutator activity. It has been observed 
that different restriction sites within Mul elements are not uniformally modified 
(Bennetzen 1987; Chandler et al. 1988) and certain methylation sensitive enzymes give 
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more consistent results (Brown et al. 1994). Methylation can occur progressively during 
plant development (Martienssen et al. 1990; Brown et al. 1994) and thus results in a 
mosaic plant. Overall, the presence of hypermethylated Mu1 elements may indicate an 
inactive Mutator system but the reverse may not always be true. 
Mu activity can also be assayed by Mu transpositions that are detected via Southern 
blot analysis using a Mul internal probe (Alleman and Freelling 1986; Bennetzen 1987). 
By using restriction enzymes that cut within and outside Mu1 elements, the positions and 
copy numbers of Mu1 elements in the genome can be estimated. Progenies of active Mutator 
lines (as determined by the seedling test) receive about 50% of the parental Mu1-
hybridizing DNA fragments and the same number of novel Mt/7-hybridizing fragments 
(Bennetzen et al. 1987). These novel Muy-hybridizing fragments arise via Mu1 
transposition events. In contrast, progenies of inactive Mutator lines segregate only for the 
parental Mu/-containing fragments (i.e., no novel Mut-containing fragments are 
observed). This result indicates that Mu element transposition has ceased in these lines. 
One consequence of this loss of Mu transposition is that Mu copy number is reduced by about 
50% when inactive lines are crossed to non-Mutator lines (Alleman and Freeling 1986; 
Bennetzen 1987). An exception to this pattern has been reported by Bennetzen (1987) who 
observed novel /Wuy-containing fragments among the progeny of a Mutator ouicross loss 
plant. This exceptional plant may again reflect the insensitivity of the Mutator seedling test 
(i.e, the seedling test may have given a false-negative result even though transposition was 
still occurring in this plant). 
Timing of Mu insertion/excision and possible transposition mechanism 
Robertson (1980; 1981b) measured the timing of germinal insertion events by 
performing allelism tests between new mutants recovered from Mutator seedling tests. 
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When the Mutator plant was the paternal parent, 18.6% of phenotypicaliy similar mutants 
derived from a single Mutator plant were allelic, suggesting that these mutants arose via a 
single insertion event (Robertson 1980; 1981b). Kernels on ears whose Mu parent was 
female were planted according to their positions on the ears (generating an ear map) and 
self-pollinated. Segregating new mutants were then tested with each other to confirm their 
allelism status. Results demonstrated that ear sectors can range from two to eleven kernels 
(Robertson 1980; 1981b). Experiments were set up to isolate somatic mutant sectoring on 
the plant body, aleurone layer and endosperm of kernels of progeny generated from a cross 
between Mutator lines and stocks with appropriate reference alleles. No obvious sectoring 
was observed (Robertson 1980). These data demonstrate that Mu insertions often occur 
shortly before or during meiosis (Robertson 1980; 1981b). 
The frequent somatic excision of Mu elements can be observed as somatic revertant 
sectors on plant tissues. Video imaging technology has been used to determine the sizes of 
aleurone sectors (spots on kernels) of various mutable Mu-element insertion alleles 
{bz2::mu1, bz1::Mu1 and c2::Mu1) of genes involved in the anthocyanin biosynthetic 
pathway (Levy et al. 1989; Levy and Walbot 1990). Most bz sectors contained eight to 64 
cells. Smaller sectors were observed with c2::Mu1 (one to four cells). Larger somatic 
revertant sectors were observed only rarely (Doseff et al. 1991; Walbot 1992; 
Martienssen et al. 1990, Martienssen and Baron 1994). It was proposed that Mu excision 
is suppressed in germ tissue and early somatic tissues (Walbot 1989). Indeed, rates of 
germinal excision of Mu elements from /Wu-induced alleles are almost invariable quite low: 
0.0083%, 0.013% and 0.035% of gametes for bz-mum4, bz1::mu1 and bzl-rcy, 
respectively (Brown et al. 1989; Walbot 1992; Schnable et al. 1989). The only exception 
to date is the so-called "big spot" line which induces large somatic sectors (256 to 512 
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cells per sector) on all tested /Wu-element insertion alleles (Walbot 1992). In addition, 
Mu-element insertion alleles in this line yield germinal excision events at rates as high as 
0.6% of gametes (Walbot 1992). 
A total of 36 germinal and somatic excision products of Mu elements from multiple 
genes have been isolated and sequenced (Reviewed by Chandler and Hardeman 1992). 
Sequence analysis of these excision products can be used to group them into four classes. The 
first class contains twenty-two events that involve deletions of sequences in one of the 9 bp 
TSD and sometimes extend into flanking genomic region. The second class include nine events 
that involve the addition of from one to eight new bases in conjunction with the deletion of 
the TSD or flanking region. The third class has longer additional bases (16-19 bp) and 
were found in three somatic events. One of them can be explained by recombination between 
Mu and sequences in the target gene. Two events lost 75-77 bases of sequences at the 
junction of Mu1 and Bz2. 
Based on these data, a transposition model proposed for plant transposons may also 
apply to the Mutator system (Saedler and Nevers 1985). This model explains many of the 
sequence rearrangements observed (footprints) at the empty sites following excision. 
According to this model, the putative transposase binds to the inverted repeats of a Mu 
element and makes staggered cuts at the target site duplication, thereby releasing the Mu 
element. Subsequent repair would lead to either precise excision or the deletion and/or 
addition of bases at the empty site. 
However, this model does not explain the paradox associated with Mu element 
excision and insertion. If Mu excision is required for subsequent insertion (Saedler and 
Nevers 1985), why is the germinal excision rate low around the time of meiosis when the 
insertion rate is high? One explanation could be that Mu elements go through a replicative 
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transposition process similar to Mu phage (which are unrelated to Mu elements) and Tn 
transposons of bacteria (reviewed by Sherratt 1988). Under this model, the transposon is 
duplicated without excision and the new copy reinserts into a new genomic position. More 
recently, it has been proposed that gap-repair might be responsible for the ability of Mu 
elements to transpose even in the absence of apparent excision (Bennetzen 1993; Lisch and 
Freeling 1994; Lisch et al. 1995). Gap repair was first proposed to explain the frequent 
appearance of Drosophila P elements harboring internal deletions (Engels et al. 1990). 
Under this model, the two single-stranded broken ends left by excision of P elements can 
invade other homologous sequences and be used to prime DNA synthesis. The sequence of the 
resulting products depends on the template used for repair. Thus, the excised P element can 
be restored at the original site if the same allele (on the homolog) is used as a template. 
Alternatively, an interruption of DNA synthesis can result in a P element with internal 
deletions. According to this model, Mu elements could be restored to sites of excision. 
However, the frequent somatic revertant sectors caused by Mutator element excision would 
argue against both replicative transposition and gap repair unless Mu elements are capable 
of either 1) utilizing two different transposition mechanisms or 2) display developmentally 
regulated gap-repair. Indeed, differences in repair efficiency have been proposed to explain 
the paradox. Under this model, the repair machinery in germinal tissue would be less 
precise than in somatic tissue, and thus unable to repair the empty excision sites back to 
wild-type gene sequences (Walbot 1989; Chandler and Hardeman 1992). Data presented in 
this dissertation support the view that differential regulation of gap-repair is responsible 
for the unusual developmental regulation of Mu element excision and insertion. 
Isolation and composition of Mu elements 
Fifteen Mu elements were isolated either by homology with Mu1 TIR or as an 
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insertion at genie sequences (Table 1; reviewed by Chandler and Hardeman 1992, Bennetzen 
1993). All elements for which sequence data is available contain the TIR from 185 to 215 
bp with 77 to 90% homology with those of Mul. Mu4, Mu5 and Mu7 have extended repeats 
internal to Mul TIR that lengthen their TIRs to 514, 358 and 263 bp respectively (Figure 
1). Mu elements from various subfamilies share no sequence similarities with internal 
sequences from each other (Figure 1). This diversity of subfamilies is quite different than 
what is observed within the Spm/dSpm family, where most of the nonautonomous elements 
isolated to date are sequence similar to the corresponding autonomous elements, suggesting 
that they arose via deletion events from the autonomous elements (Schwarz-Sommer et al. 
1984, 1985; reviewed by Fedoroff 1989; Gierl and Saedler 1989). Mu elements within 
the same subfamily could have arisen through similar deletion events. For example, Mu2 
has two complete 104-bp direct repeats in its internal sequences and 385 bp of novel 
sequences that are not present in Mu1 (Figure 1). A single deletion event from Mu2 that 
removed this 385-bp DNA sequence which includes part of the second repeat would result in 
a Mu1 element (Figure 1). Similarly, Mul-del could have been derived from Mu1 through 
another deletion event (Figure 1). However, the rearrangements seen within the MuSIDR 
subfamily are more complex and can not be explained via simple deletions. 
MuDR is the autonomous element of Mutator family 
Unlike the genetically active Ac or Spm elements which are present in low copy 
numbers in maize genome (reviewed by Fedoroff 1989), the genetically active autonomous 
element of Mutator family, MuDR, is present in multiple copies in Mutator lines (Robertson 
1989). This feature greatly complicated the genetic dissection of this two element family 
and delayed its molecular isolation. The Cylrcy system isolated from the TEL population 
(Schnable et al. 1986, 1988, 1989; Schnable ef al. 1989; described earlier) was the first 
Figure 1 A schematic illustration of Mu elements from each subfamily. Sequence homology 
is indicated by the fill patterns. Internal repeats are delineated by arrows. All elements are 
shown in full length except for Mu9 which is 4942 bp. Sequences not shown are indicated 
by//. 
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to indicate that Mutator family can be dissected as a two element family. The cloning of the 
Cy element reported in this dissertation confirms that it is another isolate of MuDR (Qin et 
al. 1991; Hershberger et al. 1991; Chomet et al. 1991). 
Robertson and Stinard (1989) isolated a Mutator line segregating for a single 
autonomous element that control the mutability of the a1-Mum2 and a1-Mum3 mutable 
alleles. Their data also suggested that multiple copies of this autonomous element are 
present in Mutator lines. This single element was later cloned independently by two groups 
(designated MuA2 by Qin et al. 1991 and MuR1 by Chomet et al. 1991) and was mapped to 
the long arm of chromosome 2 (Robertson and Stinard 1992; Lisch et al. 1995). Another 
isolate from a line not directly related to Robertson's a1-Mum2 line, Mu9, was identified at 
the same time (Hershberger et al. 1991) and its sequences is identical to that of MuA2 
(James et al. 1993) except for one base pair difference. MuA2 also differs from MuRI and 
Mu9 in that it has an 8-bp TSD instead of the more commonly observed 9-bp TSD (Qin et al. 
1991; Hershberger et al. 1991; Chomet et al. 1991). At the 1993 Maize Genetics 
Conference it was agreed to rename this autonomous element MuDR in recognition of Donald 
Robertson's contribution to the study of the Mutator family. The 4742 bp MuDR encodes two 
convergent transcripts, mudrA and mudrB, that are 2.8 and 1 kb in length respectively 
(Hershberger et al. 1995). Both transcripts are present in ail tissues examined from 
various developmental stages in Mutator lines but absence in non-Mutator lines 
(Hershberger et al. 1995). Amino acid sequences (823 a.a.) deduced from mudrA have 
homology with a group of putative transposases from bacteria and two rice cDNAs (Eisen et 
al. 1994). The mudrS-encoded protein (207 a.a.) does not exhibit significant sequence 
similarity with sequences in the database (Eisen et al. 1994). From analyses of MuDR 
deletion derivatives (Lisch and Freeling 1994; Hsia and Schnable in this dissertation), it is 
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shown that deletions involving either one of the transcripts abolish the regulatory activity 
of MuDR. Thus, both mudrA and mudrB are required for MuDR activity. Sequence data at the 
deletion junctions of five derivative alleles support the hypothesis that, like the P element 
of Drosophila (Engels et al. 1990), MuDR can be restored at the excision sites by a gap-
repair process. 
Dissertation organization 
Two research papers and a brief summary are included in this dissertation following 
the general introduction. The first research paper describes the isolation of MuDR:Cy1 (an 
isolate of the autonomous element of the Mutator family) and provides a functional analysis 
of this element via a molecular-genetic approach. The second research paper contains a 
characterization of MuDR:Cy2: its rates of transposition/replication, its ability to regulate 
Mu element methylation patterns and the developmental timing of its action. 
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CHAPTER 1: BOTH MuDR-EUCODED TRANSCRIPTS ARE NECESSARY FOR 
AUTONOMOUS TRANSPOSITION: EVIDENCE FROM THE MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF 
DELETION DERIVATIVES OF MuDR:Cy 
A paper submitted to Genetics 
An-Ping Hsia and Patricl< 8. Schnabie 
Abstract  
An autonomous Cy transposable element inserted at the maize a1 locus {a1-m5216: 
MuDR) was cloned and partially sequenced. Data from the restriction mapping and 
sequencing results indicate that Cy is indistinguishable from the autonomous element of the 
/Wufator family, MuDR. Six defective derivative alleles of a1-m5216:MuDR were isolated 
and analyzed. Five of these a1-r alleles {a1-r5835, a1-r5431 , a1-r182, a1-r5938 and 
a1-r5306) behave like nonautonomous elements in that their transposition can be 
activated by an active MuDR element in trans. Three of these a y-r alleles have deletions 
that disrupts transcript mudrA. One allele has a deletion that disrupts transcript mudrB. 
The lesion associated with the remaining a 7-r allele could disrupt either mudrA or mudrB, 
or both. The sixth allele, a1-nr5940, which does not respond to the activation of active 
MuDR elements, has a deletion involving transcript mudrA, the 5' terminal inverted repeat 
of MuDR and a1 coding sequence. These results suggest that both transcripts encoded by 
active MuDR elements, mudrA and mudrB, are necessary for autonomous transposition. The 
origin of these defective derivative alleles can be explained by the gap-repair model. 
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Introduct ion 
About a dozen families of transposons have been identified in maize since the 
discovery of the Ac/Ds family by McCLINTOCK during the 1940's (for reviews see WALBOT, 
1991; CHANDLER and HARDEMAN, 1992). Transposons within a family share homologous 
inverted repeats and respond to the same transposase. A transposon that can provide all 
functions necessary for transposition is termed the autonomous (or regulatory) element of 
the family. Autonomous elements can catalyze their own transposition and activate, in 
trans, the transposition of other nonautonomously transposing elements termed receptors. 
The autonomous Ac and Spm/En elements have been extensively studied (for a review, see 
GIERL et al. 1989), but the autonomous element of the Mutator family is not so well 
characterized because of difficulties associated with its initial genetic identification and its 
subsequent molecular cloning. 
Originally identified by ROBERTSON in 1975, the /Wutafor family exhibits forward 
mutation rates 50-fold above the spontaneous rate. This elevated mutation rate is termed 
"Mutator activity". Lines that exhibit Mutator activity and that are derived from 
Robertson's stocks are termed Mutator stocks. The inheritance of Mutator activity is 
usually non-Mendelian; among the progeny of a cross between Mutator and non-Mutator 
stocks, approximately 90% of the progeny retain Mutator activity (ROBERTSON 1978). 
Many of the mutations recovered from Mutator stocks contain Mu transposon insertions. To 
date, eight classes of nonautonomous Mu elements have been cloned either as insertions into 
previously cloned genes or by homology to the approximately 220 bp terminal inverted 
repeat sequences which are shared by all Mu elements (for reviews see, WALBOT 1991; 
CHANDLER AND HARDEMAN 1992). In most instances, members of different classes of Mu 
elements do not exhibit internal sequence similarity. Mu elements generally generate 9-bp 
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direct target site duplications upon insertion. 
The non-Mendelian inheritance of Mutator activity in Mutator stocks hampered the 
genetic identification of the autonomous element that regulates the transposition of Mu 
elements. However, working with the TEL (Transposon Element Laden) population, which 
does not have recent common ancestors with Mutator stocks, SCHNABLE and PETERSON 
(1986) identified an autonomous element (Cy) which segregates in a near-Mendelian 
manner and that regulates the transposition of Mu elements. The Cy element was first 
identified by virtue of its ability to regulate the somatic instability of a nonautonomous 
allele {bz1-rcy) isolated from the TEL population. Cloning and sequencing of the rcy:Mu7 
element inserted at the bz1-rcy allele demonstrated that it had all the characteristics of a 
Mu element (SCHNABLE et at. 1989). Other tests established that: 1) The Cy element is 
capable of regulating the transposition of the Mu1 element inserted at the a1-mum2 allele; 
2) Strongly active Cy elements are present only in the TEL population and Mutator stocks 
(SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986); and 3) In Mutator stocks, the presence of genetically 
active Cy elements is correlated with Mutator activity. In total, these data suggested that the 
Cy element is the regulatory element of Mutator family, and were the first to suggest that, 
like the Ac/Ds family, the Mutator family could be classified into autonomous and 
nonautonomous elements. 
More recently, a 4.9-kb Mu element cloned from Mutator stocks has been identified 
as the autonomous element of the Mutator famWy. This element has been cloned by several 
laboratories and termed variously Mu9 (HERSHBERGER et al., 1991), MuR (CHOMET eta!., 
1991) and MuA2 (QIN et al., 1991). Further analyses demonstrated that MuA2, Mu9 and 
MuR have only one-base difference. At the 1993 Maize Genetics Conference it was agreed to 
rename this autonomous element MuDR in recognition of Donald Robertson's contribution to 
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the study of the /Wutator family. MuDR encodes two convergent transcripts (HERSHBERGER 
et al. 1991; JAMES et al. 1993), mudrA and mudrB (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). The 
predicted protein encoded by mudrA (MURA) shares a sequence motif with nine bacterial 
insertion sequences and two rice cDNA clones and is suggested to encode a transposase (EiSEN 
et al. 1994). No significant homology is reported for the predicted protein encoded by 
mudrB. However, both transcripts are present in active Mutator stocks at all developmental 
stages in all tissue types tested, and not in inactive or non-Mutator lines. Antisense MuDR 
transcripts were also detected (possibly generated via read-through of mudrA and mudrB) 
(HERSHBERGER et al., 1995). The functions and regulations of these transcripts are not 
understood. 
In this report we demonstrate that the Cy element represents another isolate of MuDR, 
here termed MuDR:Cy. We describe the isolation and characterization of several defective 
deletion derivatives of MuDR:Cy. Analyses of these deletion derivatives demonstrate that the 
functions encoded by the two MuDR transcripts are each necessary for autonomous 
transposition. In addition, both of their functions can be supplied in trans to nonautonomous 
Mu elements. 
Materials and Methods 
Genetic stocks and gene symbols: According to the standard maize genetics 
nomenclature, loci and recessive alleles are designated by lowercase gene symbols, while 
dominant alleles are designated by uppercase symbols, al {anthocyaninlessi) codes for 
dihydroflavonol reductase (REDDY et al. 1987) and is involved in the biosynthesis of 
anthocyanin throughout the plant, including the aleurone layer of the kernels, al-s and a1-
m5216 represent stable and mutable al leles of  the al  locus,  respectively.  a1-m5216 (as 
reported in this manuscript) contains a MuDR:Cy insertion. The eti (etchedl) gene product 
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is involved in amylolytic enzyme activity (SANGEETHA and REDDY, 1988). Homozygous 
recessive kernels have pitted endosperms (Figure 1C). bzl {bronzel) encodes flavonol 
(0)3-glucosyl transferase (LARSON and COE 1968) and kernels homozygous for the 
recessive reference allele {bz1-ref/bz1-ref) exhibit a pale to reddish brown (bronze) 
aleurone color. The bz1-rcy allele contains a rcy:Mu7 insertion which can be activated by a 
Cy element (Schnable and Peterson, 1986). Cy {Cyclei) controls the transposition of 
rcy:Mu7 an6 Mu1 (Schnable and Peterson, 1986, 1989). The aeMine contains the al-s 
allele in coupling with et1 (a1 and eti are 12 cM apart) and is homozygous for dominant 
alleles of all other loci necessary for anthocyanin production in the aleurone. The bz1-rcy 
tester stock has the genotype A1 Et1/A1 Et1 Shi bz1-rcy/sh1 bzl. Sweet Belle is a F1 
hybrid (from Asgrow) homozygous for a1 and Bz1 (see ClVARDl et al. 1994, for details). 
Genetic crosses: 
Cross 1; A1 Et1/A1 Et1 Sh1 bz1-rcy/{Sh1 bz1-rcy or sh1 bz1) X a1 Et1/a1 Et1 Sh1 
Bz^/Sh1 Bz1 
Cross 2: a1-m5216 Et1/a1 Eti Shi bzl-rcy/ShI Bzl X al etHal eti Sh1 Bz^/Sh1 
Bz1 
Cross 3; a1-m5216 EtHal Et1 Shi bz1-rcylSh1 Bzl X A1 Et1IA1 Eti Shi bzl-
rcy/shl bzl 
Cross 4: (a1-m5216 Eti or Al Et1)/A1 Eti Shi bz1-rcy/{Sh1 bzl-rcy or shI bzl) X 
al etilal eti Shi BzMShI Bzl 
Cross 5: Al Eti/Al Eti Shi bzl-rcy/shi bzl X (a1-m5216 Eti or Al Et1)IA1 Eti Shi 
bz1-rcy/{Sh1 bzl-rcy or shI bzl) 
Cross 6; a1-m5216 Eti/al eti Shi BzMShI bzl-rcy or Shi bzl X al etHal eti Shi 
BzMShI Bzl 
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Estimating the number of Cy elements segregating in a cross: number of genetically 
active Cy elements carried by the a1-m5216 plant. This number is estimated by the ratio 
of bz1-spotted;bronze kernels among progeny from a bz1-rcy\es\ cross; For example, the 
female parent in cross 3 will produce two classes of gametes of genotypes: bzl-rcy and bz1. 
The male parent of cross 3 will also produce two classes of gametes with the genotypes: bzl-
rcy and Bz1. Therefore, the resulting progeny will be of three types in a 1:2:1 ratio bz1-
rcylbz1-rcy, {bz1-rcy or bz1)IBz1 &. bzl/bzl-rcy. Kernels heterozygous for Bzl will 
be colored, and thus, will not be informative. Among the remainder of the kernels that 
carry the bz1-rcy allele, the bz1-sp:bz ratio is expected to be 1:1 in the presence of one 
copy of active Cy element. The expected ratios for 2 and 3 active Cy segregating are 3:1 and 
7:1 respectively. This estimation method can be applied to other crosses. However, it is 
necessary to distinguish between the bz1-rcy and bz1 alleles in some crosses (such as 
crosses 4 and 5). In these crosses, a closely linked locus, sh1, is used as a marker. Stocks 
used in this study carry the bz1-rcy allele in coupling with a Sh1 allele, and the bzl 
reference allele in coupling with a shI allele. Hence, the sh1 phenotype can be used to 
predict the bz1 genotypes of progeny for the purpose of establishing expected segregation 
ratios in the presence of varying numbers of Cy element (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986). 
x2 values are shown in (). For data that do not fit any of the three ratio tested (one, two and 
three copies of Cy), the number of Cy associated with the smallest %2 value is shown in (). 
If the data fit more than one ratio, all numbers of Cy with non-significant values are 
shown. If the observed segregation ratio does not fit any of the three ratio and the values 
show a tendency to decrease (from one to three copies), the plant is estimated to carry more 
than three copies of Cy. 
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Southern Blot Analyses: Maize DNA samples used for Southern blot analyses 
were isolated from freeze-dried leaf samples by the method of SAGHAI-MAROOF et al. 
(1984) or from seedlings or immature ears according to the method of DELLAPORTA et al. 
(1983). DNA samples were digested for 3-4 hours using commercially available 
restriction enzymes according to manufacturers' specifications, electrophoresed on agarose 
gels and transferred to nylon membranes (Magnacharge, Micron Separations Inc., Westboro, 
MA) according to the method described by SAMBROOK et al. (1989). Probes used for 
hybridization were prepared by random hexamer priming (FEINBERG and VOGELSTEIN, 
1983) using 32p.|abeled dCTP. Membranes were hybridized, washed and exposed to X-ray 
film using standard procedures (SAMBROOK et al., 1989). 
Genomic Library Preparation and Screening: Three genomic libraries were 
prepared to isolate the overlapping clones that comprise the a1-m5216 sequence. In all 
instances DNA was prepared from plants with the genotype a1-m5216/a1-s. Plant DNA 
was isolated from immature ears by the method of DELLAPORTA et al. (1983), digested to 
completion with the appropriate enzymes according to manufacturers' specifications and 
electrophoresed on agarose gels (GTG grade, Sea-Kem agarose; FMC, Rockland, ME). DNA 
fragments of the desired sizes were recovered by electroelution (SAMBROOK et al. 1989) 
and extracted with phenol (pH 8.0), phenol;chloroform;isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and 
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1). The EcoRI clone was obtained from a genomic library 
prepared with DNA from plant 91g7017 and the NM1149 lambda vector. Recovered maize 
DNA inserts were ligated into EcoRI digested-NM1149 arms overnight at 16°C and packaged 
with commercial packaging extracts (Gigapack II, Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and plated on the 
E. coll host P0P13. Plaques were screened using the 2.8-kb W/ndill/Sgf/ll fragment from 
pALC2 (SCHWARZ-SOMMER etal., 1987, see DNA sequence analysis in Materials and 
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Methods section) as a probe. The H/ndlll clone was obtained from a NM1149 genomic 
lambda library prepared as described above, except HindlW was used for restriction digests 
and maize DNA was obtained from plant 906828-6. The Sa/I clone was obtained from a 
genomic library with maize inserts isolated from plant 92B403, cloned into Charon35 
(Charon35 was a gift from F.R. BLATTNER, University of Wisconsin, Madison). Charon 35 
arms were prepared by sucrose gradient centrifugation (SAMBROOK et al., 1989) to 
separate the stuffer fragment from the arms. The library was screened as described above 
on £. coli host NM538. A total of 12 independent clones from the Sa/1 library were analyzed 
and shown to be identical at the level afforded by restriction mapping. 
PGR analysis: PGR reactions were performed using 200-400 ng of genomic DNA 
(SAMBROOK et al., 1989) and 0.5-1 uM of primers. The final concentration of reagents in 
the 50 ul reactions were: 200mM dNTP/1.5 to 2.5 mM MgGl2/50mM KCI/1 OmM 
Tris-HCL, pH9.0/0.1% Triton X-100. The reactions were denatured at 94°C for 0.5 to one 
minute, annealed at 55 to 65°G for 0.5 to two minutes, extended at 72°C for three to five 
minutes (depending on the sizes of expected products), cycled for 30 to 40 times and given a 
final 10 minute extension at 72''C. Reactions were electrophoresed on agarose gels using 
5-10 ul of reactions, blotted and hybridized with the indicated probes. PGR products were 
purified by the GeneClean kit (BIO 101, Inc., Vista, CA) either directly (if a single band 
product was obtained) or following electrophoresis (if there were non-specific products) 
and were subjected to restriction enzyme digestions followed by gel electrophoresis. 
Primers were prepared at the ISU Nucleic Acid Facility using a 394 DNA/RNA Synthesizer 
from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA). sp152, sp3-4, sp153 and sp7-2 were gifts 
from M. G. JAMES and M. J. SCANLON of the ALAN MYER's Laboratory (Iowa State 
University). The positions (numbering according to zma1g.gb_pl and m76978.gb_pl) and 
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sequences (5' to 3') of primers are listed as foilows according to their positions and 
directions: 
A1.1 (GTCTTCATTGCACATGCACTGCAC, 2287-2301 of a^), 
A1.2 (GATTGTTGCTTAAGCGCCAATCGT, 3286-3263 of a1), 
A2667 (GGGTGGACATAAATAAAAGG, 2667-2648 of a1), 
!\/lu715 (ATCACAACTGGACTGGGA, 715-733 of MuDR), 
sp152 (TAGTGTGGACTCGAC, 1578-1592 of MuDR), 
MU2270 (TGGCAGAGGTACGAGACAGC, 2270-2289 of MuDR), 
IVIU2646 (GAAAACGAAAAAGCGACTCAAAAGG, 2646-2670 of MuDR), 
sp3-4 (GCAGAAAACAGAT, 3492-3504 of MuDR), 
IVIU3960 (TCATCTACGGAAGGGTTGTC, 3960-3979 of MuDR), 
XXI53 (CGCCTCCATTTCGTCGAATC, "universal" primer for Mu element inverted terminal 
repeats), 
sp153 (TACATGTGCTCTGAC, 1967-1981 of MuDR), 
MU2117 (TCAGGCAAATCACACACAGGAAG, 2117-2095 of MuDR), 
MU2183 (GAGCTCAGACAGATGGCAAAATAATAG, 2183-2162 of MuDR p\us GAGCTC), 
sp7-2 (TCTGTCTGGGATATA, 3671-3657 of MuDR). 
DNA sequencing and analysis: a1-m5216:MuDR genomic clones were subcloned 
into the vectors pBSK+ or pBKS+ (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). PGR products were purified 
using a GeneClean kit (BIO 101, Inc., Vista, CA) directly or after gel electrophoresis and 
quantitated for direct sequencing. DNA samples were sequenced at the ISU Nucleic Acid 
Facility using the double-stranded dye terminator technique on a ABI 373A Automated DNA 
Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Sequence analyses were performed using 
the GCG program (Program Manual version 7, April 1991, Genetics Computer Group, inc.. 
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Madison, Wisconsin) and comparison made to accessions m76978.gb_pl {MuDR) and 
zma1g.gb_pl (a1) from GenBank. 
Resul ts  
Isolation of the a1-mS216 allele: As a first step in cloning a genetically 
active Cy element, cross 1 was used to "trap" a Cy element at the a 7 locus. The a1 locus is 
one of several genes involved in the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway (for a review, see 
DOONER and BOBBINS, 1991). In the absence of mutations, all kernels on the ears derived 
from cross 1 would be expected to be colored because of the pigment in the aleurone layer. 
Thus, mutations at the a1 gene can be recovered from cross 1 in rare kernels with colorless 
aleurone phenotypes. Several kernels with colored spots (somatic instability) on a 
colorless background (a1-spotted phenotype) were isolated from a population of 1.2 million 
progeny of cross 1. 
cross 1: C y  A 1 I A 1  X a l l a l '  
The somatic instability of the a1-spotted kernels suggested that a transposon had 
inserted into the a1 gene, thereby disrupting that gene's function, resulting in the colorless 
background phenotype. Somatic excisions of the transposon out of the mutant a1 allele 
restore the gene function during development, resulting in somatic clonal sectors that 
express anthocyanin (colored spots). 
One of the mutants derived from cross 1, a1-m5216, exhibited the frequent, late 
somatic reversions typical of Mu element-induced mutants (Figure 1A). Crosses to an a1-s 
et1 (abbreviated as a1 hereafter) stock (cross 2) tested the inheritance of this mutable 
phenotype. The resulting segregation ratios are shown in Table 1A. 
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cross 2: a l - m / a l  X a l / a l  { a 1 - m  refers to the a 1 - m S 2 1 6  allele) 
If mutability at a1-m5216 is under nonautonomous control and only one copy of the 
autonomous element is segregating among the progeny of cross 2, the ratio of a1 -spotted to 
stable colorless would be 1:3. Instead, progeny from cross 2 exhibited an approximate 1:1 
segregation pattern. This segregation pattern indicated that: 1) the a1-m5216 allele is 
under autonomous control; or 2) a nonautonomous element insertion at a1-m is responding 
to multiple frans-acting autonomous elements present in the parents of crosses 2; or 3) a 
nonautonomous element insertion aX a1-m is responding to an autonomous element closely 
linked to the a1 locus. Further tests described below will establish that a1-m5216 arose 
via the insertion of an autonomous Cy element. 
Mutability of a 1 - m 5 2 1 6  is dependent upon C y  activity: 
To determine if somatic mutability of a1-m5216 is conferred by a Cy element, bzl-rcy was 
used as a reporter allele in cross 3. 
cross 3: A 1 I A 1  b z l - r c y / b z l  X a l - m / a l  b z l - r c y / B z l  
In the absence of Cy elements, bz1-rcy conditions a stable bronze phenotype. In the 
presence of a Cy element, however, the rcy:Mu7 element insertion can excise from bz1-rcy, 
giving rise to somatic instability (bz1-spotted)(SCHNABLE and PETERSON, 1989). The 
plant derived from the a1-spotted kernel isolated from cross 1 and which carried a1-
m5216 was crossed to bz1-rcy stocks (cross 3). The appearance of bz1-spotted kernels 
among the progeny of cross 3 demonstrated that this a1-spotted kernel carried Cy elements 
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(see Table IB). The ratio of bz1-spotted to bronze kernels among the progeny of cross 3 
suggests that two genetically active Cy elements are present. However, the presence of Cy 
activity in this cross does not establish that Cy activity is associated with a1-m5216 
somatic instability. 
To test the relationship between a1-m5216 and Cy activity, progeny from crosses 2 
and 3 (and related crosses) that would be expected to be segregating for a1-m5216 and Cy 
were simultaneously tested for mutability at the a1 locus (via crosses to a1) and Cy content 
(via crosses to bz1-rcy). If somatic instability at a1-m5216 is dependent upon Cy 
activity, then only progeny that carry Cy (as assayed via the bzl-rcy crosses) should 
exhibit the a1-spotted phenotype in crosses to af stocks, and none of the progeny that lack 
Cy should exhibit a1-spotted. Data from one family tested in this manner are presented in 
Table 2 and Figure 2. Over 600 gametes from other families were subjected to similar tests 
over several generations. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3. As indicated 
above, the critical result in these tests is whether the a1-spotted phenotype occurs in the 
absence of Cy. If such entries are not observed, then it can be concluded that Cy is 
responsible for mutability at a1-m5216. Among over 600 tested gametes, only 26 
conditioned a1-spotted, but lacked Cy. In each of these rare discordant entries, the a1-
spotted pattern was atypical, being low or very low (Figure 1B), as opposed to the high 
spotting pattern associated with 241 Cy-containing gametes. Two were further tested and 
shown to harbor Cy element(s) with aberrant activity (analysis of one of those cases is 
described in footnote n in Table 2)). In addition, the numbers of a1-spotted kernels 
resulting from the crosses between the discordant gametes and the al-s stock were, in 13 of 
these 22 instances, much less than expected, e.g., one to ten a1-spotted kernels out of 
several hundred. We therefore hypothesize that the rare appearance of the a1-spotted 
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phenotype in the apparent absence of bz-spotted kernels reflects a difference in the 
sensitivity of a1-m5216 and bz1-rcy\o the action of Cy elements earring aberrant 
activity that arose during these tests. Therefore, these data should not be considered as 
evidence against the hypothesis that Cy conditions the a1-spotted phenotype. Hence, these 
extensive genetic tests support the view that mutability at a1-m5216 is dependent upon the 
action of Cy. 
If Cy is inserted at or closely linked in coupling to a1-m5216, then selection for Cy 
activity should select for a1-m5216 versus >47 in families such as those presented in Table 
3B. This tendency would be most pronounced in families segregating for few Cy elements. 
Hence, within the families tested for the association between Cy activity and a1-mutability, 
progeny from ears that exhibited a one-Cy segregation pattern were preferentially selected 
and used for further crosses. However, the copy numbers of Cy elements in the following 
generations failed to respond to this selection. This tendency is illustrated by an example 
presented in Figure 2A. bz1-spotted kernels were selected from an ear with one Cy element 
(89g5358/5298-9) and were tested (906824-6825). Only five out of 17 analyzed 
progeny had one or two copies of Cy elements; the remainder had three or more copies of Cy. 
However, even given the relatively high Cy copy number in many families, within some 
families (e.g., 906822-6825, Table 3B) the pronounced association of Cy with a1-m5216 
gametes (20/28),  suggests that Cy is either inserted at  or closely- l inked to a7 in a7-
m5216. 
Molecular cloning and analyses of a1-m5216 :The putative Cy insertion in 
the a1-m5216 allele was isolated as several overlapping genomic clones using a1 sequences 
as a probe (Figure 3). Sa/I, H/ndlll and EcoRI a7-hybridizing clones were isolated from 
genomic lambda libraries prepared from a1-m5216 DNA (see Materials and Methods). 
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With one exception, the restriction map of the Sa/i clone (which overlaps both the Hin6\\\ 
and EcoRI clones) is indistinguishable from that of MuDR. The single difference detected in 
the Sail clone resulted from an approximately 500-bp deletion that removed the left-most 
H/ndlll site (position 1410 in the MuDR sequence). Because 12 out of 12 independent 
clones from the Sa/I library carry this deletion (data not shown) it appeared that the plant 
from which this library was prepared carried a deleted Cy element at the a1 locus. This 
hypothesis was later confirmed by PGR amplification directly from the genomic DNA that 
was used to prepare the Sa/1 library (data not shown). However, the H/ndlll clone (isolated 
from DNA prepared from a different a1-m521 e-containmg plant) included the HindWl site 
missing in the Sa/1 clones. PGR primers with homology to sites within the MuDR element 
(Mu2183) and a1 sequences near the Cy insertion in the a1 gene (A1.1) were used to 
amplify from genomic DNA containing the a1-m5216 allele the 500-bp region that was 
deleted in the Sa/1 clone. Restriction mapping and hybridization results confirmed that the 
resulting PGR product is from a1-m5216 and includes the 500 bp present in MuDR that 
were deleted in the Sa/1 clones. Hence, it can be concluded that the deletion present in the 
Sa/l clone does not reflect the structure of the intact a1-m5216 allele. Sequence analyses of 
the HindWl and EcoRl clones revealed 100% identity between this putative Cy element and 
MuDR elements (2.2 kb of Cy sequence were compared to 4.95 kb of Mu9 (GenBank, 
m76978.gb_pl)). Sequence analysis also demonstrated that the putative Cy element 
generated a 9-bp target-site-duplication upon its insertion into the third exon of the a 1 
locus at position 2476 (numbering according to zma1g.gb_pl in GenBank), characteristic of 
the Mu transposon family. These results demonstrate that the putative Cy element cloned 
from a1-m5216 is identical to MuDR. 
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The isolation of defective derivatives of MuDR:  As discussed above, tiie 1:1 
segregation pattern for a1-spotted observed among the progeny of cross 2 (Table 1A and 2A) 
could be explained by either 1) a Cy insertion at a1-m5216; 2) multiple Cy elements; or 
3) a Cy element linked to a1-m5216. The finding that progeny from plants containing one 
copy of Cy showed a 1:1 segregation pattern of a1-spotted:colorless kernels in cross 4 rules 
out model 2 (906824-7, -9, 906825-12 in Table 2). And the fact that the inserted 
transposable element in a1-m5216 is a MuDR element, the autonomous element of the 
Mutator iamWy, strongly supports the model that a1-m5216 is under autonomous control 
(model 1). However to unambiguously distinguish between models 1 and 3, we sought to 
isolate deletion-derivatives of a1-m5216 that had simultaneously lost a7-mutability and 
Cy activity. Because the probability of mutations occurring simultaneously in both a 
receptor and a linked Cy is low, the isolation of such alleles would rule out model 3 and 
establish that a1-m5216 contains a Cy insertion. 
If a1-m5216 contains a Cy insertion, defective derivative alleles that condition a 
stable, nonspotted phenotype would be expected to fall into two classes. The first class would 
consist of those derivative alleles {a1-r) that can not undergo somatic reversion 
autonomously, but are responsive to frans-activation by active Cy elements. Alleles of the 
second class (a1-ni) would not exhibit somatic excision events even in the presence of 
active Cy elements. 
Twelve putative a1-r and 3 al-nr alleles were isolated from crosses 4 and 6. 
cross 4: {a1-m or  a1) IA1 X al /a  1  
c r o s s  6 :  a l - m  E t 1 / a 1  e t i  x  a 1  e t i / a l  e t i  
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Progeny of cross 4 would be expected to segregate 1:1 for a1-spotted and colored 
kernels. Colorless nonspotted kernels (Figure 1C) from cross 4 were isolated as exceptions 
that potentially carried a1-r or a1-nr alleles (see Table 2A for examples). Progeny from 
cross 6 would be expected to segregate 1:1 for nonetched a1-spotted:etched, nonspotted, 
colorless kernels. Putative al-rand a7-nr exceptions were selected as nonetched, colorless 
kernels in ear sectors. 
Putative a7-r and al-nr alleles derived from crosses 4 and 6 were subjected to 
three crosses: 1) X a1/a1 stocks to confirm the absence of a1-mutability: 2) X bz1-rcy 
stocks to test for the presence of Cy activity; and 3) to stocks carrying active Cy elements to 
test their ability to be reactivated. The classification of these exceptions as a1-rox a1-nr 
alleles is based upon the results of these genetic tests. Alleles that lost a1-mutability and 
are responsive to active Cy elements are classified as a 7-r alleles. Alleles that lost a1-
mutability but can not be activated by active Cy element are classified as a 7-nr alleles. As 
will be discussed below, the identification of a1-r alleles with sequence changes within the 
transposon insertion established that a1-m5216 contains an autonomous Cy insertion. 
Molecular analysis of a l - r  and a l -n r  alleles: Genomic mapping, PGR 
analyses and sequencing were used to identify the molecular lesions present in al-nr and 
a1-r alleles relative to the intact a1-m5216 allele. Initial characterizations were 
performed via genomic Southern blotting. Subsequently, PGR primers were designed to 
further dissect the lesions within each allele. 
An example of one of these analyses is shown in Figure 4, Panel A shows the 2.4-kb 
PGR product expected to be amplified from a1-m5216 using primers A1.1 and Mu2183. 
This product is observed in lane 2 of Panel B. In contrast, amplification of DNA from a plant 
carrying a1 -n5940 yielded a novel 1.4 kb product (lane 3). Both of these PGR products 
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hybridize to MuDR probes (lanes 2 and 3 in panel C, Figure 4). Each of the two PGR 
products were gel purified and double-digested with SamHI and Sg/ll. Digestion of the PGR 
product derived from the intact MuDR element revealed two of the expected three fragments 
(lane 4, Panel B). (The expected 0.1-kb fragment was too small to observe in this 
analysis.) In contrast, double-digestion of the PGR product derived from a1-nr5940 
released a 1.3-l<b fragment. This result suggested that the BgH\ site, but not the SamHI 
site, was retained in a1-nr5940. Further investigations, including direct sequencing of the 
PGR products (using the primers indicated in Figure 5), revealed that at-nr5940 contains 
a deletion from position 2468 in a 7 to position 949 in MuDR (Figure 5). The deletion 
removed part of exon 3 of a 7 and the promoter region and the 5' end of the mudrA transcript. 
In total, fifteen defective derivative alleles of a1-m5216 were analyzed in this 
fashion. Nine out of the 15 did not exhibit any sequence changes at this level of resolution 
(a1-r174, a1-r177. a1-r180, a1-r184, a1-r186, a1-r5826. a1-r5828, a1-n176, 
a1-nr187). Summaries of the results obtained from a1-n5940 and of 5 a1-r alleles that 
did exhibit sequence changes are shown in Figure 5 and 6. Two of these alleles were analyzed 
at the restriction mapping and hybridization level but not sequenced {a1-r5306 and a1-
nr5938). Allele a1-r5306 carries a 700-bp deletion between SamHI (at 2865) and Xba\ 
(at 3945) (Figure 6) which could affect either or both of mudrA and mudrB. Three of the 
a1-r alleles {a1-r5835, a1-r54311 and a1-r15938 ) have deletions in MuDR that 
disrupts the mudrA coding region (1251-1854, 792-1914 or 796-1918) in MuDR and 
500-bp between Hind\\\ (at 1410) and Sad (at 127), respectively) (Figure 6). In 
contrast, a1-r182 harbors a deletion from position 3292 to 4103 in MuDR that disrupts 
the mudrB transcript coding region (Figure 6). 
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Footnote 
*To avoid confusion, only the genes that are immediately relevant to the discussion at hand 
are indicated in each cross. The complete genotypes of each cross are listed in the Material 
and Methods section. 
Discussion 
Previous studies (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986, 1989) suggested that the Cy 
transposon is the autonomous element of the Mutator transposon system. More recently, the 
MuDR element has been cloned from Mutator stocks and shown to be the autonomous element 
of this transposon system. (HERSHBERGER etal., 1991; CHOMET etal., 1991; QIN eta!., 
1991). In this study we have reported the isolation of a mutable at allele with a Cy 
insertion (a1-m5216). The cloned transposon inserted at a1-m5216 is indistinguishable 
from MuDR at the resolution afforded by restriction mapping and partial (44%) sequence 
analysis. Hence, these data establish that Cy is in fact the same as MuDR. The former will 
henceforth be termed MuDRiCy. These data also establish that genetically active MuDR 
elements are not confined to Mutator stocks because the TEL population from which Cy was 
isolated shares no recent pedigree with Mutator stocks (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986). 
MuDR codes for two convergent transcripts (HERSHBERGER et al., 1991; JAMES et 
al. 1993), mudrA and mudrB (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). The functions of these 
transcripts are not known because they can be detected in all tissue type at all developmental 
stages tested in active Mutator stocks even though Mu element transposition occurs during 
limited developmental stages (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). To determine whether these 
transcripts play a role in Mutator activity, defective derivative alleles of a1-m5216 were 
isolated and analyzed. Among the 15 alleles analyzed, only six exhibited lesions detectable at 
our level of analysis. Among these six defective derivative alleles, five harbor deletions 
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internal to MuDR and one, a1-nr5940, has a deletion spanning the junction of the a1 gene 
and the 5' end of the MuDR element. Each deletion resulted in loss of the ability of a7-
m5216 to autonomously transpose (this was the basis of their selection). The five internal 
deletion derivatives can be transactivated to transpose by an intact MuDR elsewhere in the 
genome. The lesion of a1-r5306 was only mapped to the resolution afforded by restriction 
enzyme digestion and may affect either one or both of the transcripts. However, three of the 
remaining internal deletions removed a portion of the mudrA coding region and one involved 
a loss in the mudrB coding region. These results demonstrate that both the mudrA and mudrB 
transcripts are required for the autonomous regulatory activity of MuDR. 
All of the MuDR mutations characterized in detail represented deletions. Because of 
the ease at which these events were isolated it must be assumed that MuDR deletions arise at 
rates far in excess of the spontaneous mutation rate in maize (10-5 to 10-6, STADLER 
1951). It has been proposed that such deletion derivatives may arise via the process of gap 
repair (LISCH et al. 1995). 
The deletion break points of all four sequenced MuDR:Cy deletion derivatives occur 
adjacent to direct repeats (Figure 6). This finding is consistent with the gap-repair model 
proposed by ENGELS et al. (1990) as the mechanism for P element transposition (Figure 
7). According to this model, MuDR excision results in a staggered double-stranded break 
with two free 3' ends (which may be subject to exonuclease attack). These free 3' ends can 
then anneal with homologous sequences. The template could be the sister chromatid, the 
homologue, or sequences from elsewhere in the genome. Depending on the genotype of the 
template used, this repair process may result in precise excision (if the template does not 
contain a MuDR element) or the recovery of the MuDR element at the original site (if a 
template with the same allele, such as the sister chromatid, is used). Alternatively, if DNA 
synthesis is interrupted during gap repair, the two partial single-stranded overhangs may 
anneal with each other at sites with sequence homology such as direct repeats at which point 
DNA synthesis can resume. Following gap repair, the sequences between the two direct 
repeats plus one copy of the repeat will be lost. Our data show that a1-r5835, a1-nr5940, 
a1-r5431 and a1-r182 have deletion break points at direct repeats of six, five, four, and 
two bases (Figure 6) which is consistent with the gap-repair model. However, gap-repair 
can not account for all excision products of Mu elements. Because of the nature of our 
selection method and analyses, incomplete gap-repair events may have been preferentially 
recovered relative to more precise excision events. Other published sequences of somatic 
and germinal excision products (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1989; BRITT and WALBOT 1991; 
LEVY and WALBOT 1991) can be best explained by the SAEDLER and NEVERS (1985) model. 
This model proposes that the single-stranded target-slte-duplication may act as a template 
for DNA synthesis following excision. Hence, the gap-repair and SAEDLER and NEVERS 
models may represent alternative processes to repair an excision site. 
Our data establish that events other than large deletions can also affect MuDR 
function. The loss of Mutator activity has previously been associated with the hyper-
methylation of Mu elements in several occasions (reviewed by CHANDLER and HARDEMAN, 
1992). Although the mechanism by which hypermethylation arises is not known, crossing 
inactive lines to active Mutator stocks sometimes restores Mutator activity coincident with 
the demethylation of the formerly hypermethylated elements (reviewed by CHANDLER and 
HARDEMAN, 1992). Hence, some of the nine defective alleles of a1-m5216 that did not 
exhibit any detectable alterations at our level of analysis could have arisen via hyper­
methylation. Alternatively, they may represent small alterations in the sequence of MuDR. 
Our selection scheme only allowed for the isolation of total loss of autonomous MuDR 
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transposase function (nonspotted kernels). Selection of altered (usually lower) spotting 
patterns (changes of state) might give rise to a different spectrum of mutations in the MuDR 
element. Analysis of such events would be expected to help further dissect the functions of 
the two MuDR transcripts. 
The genetic analyses of /WuDf?:Cy elements conducted in the late 1980s were greatly 
facilitated by the near-Mendeiian inheritance of MuDR:Cy (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 
1988). In contrast, the inheritance of the autonomous elements in Mutator stocks is 
typically extremely non-Mendelian (ROBERTSON 1978). It was this feature of Cy that made 
it an excellent model for studying Mutator activity. However, efforts to isolate a line 
carrying a1-m5216 (and no additional MuDRiCy elements) have proven fruitless (data not 
shown). In these experiments, MuDR copy number exhibited a strong tendency to increase 
from one generation to the next even in the presence of strong selection for low MuDR:Cy 
copy number (based on segregation ratios of spotted:nonspotted kernels). Those rare 
families within which it was possible to maintain low MuDR.Cy copy number invariably 
exhibited low excision rates as recorded at a1-m5216 and bz1-rcy, thereby suggesting that 
the a1-m5216 insertion had undergone mutation or modification. This difference in 
replication behavior between the original MuDR:Cy isolates and a1-m52165 could be due to 
either compositional or positional differences among MuDR:Cy elements. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1 .--Phenotypes of a1-m5216 and its defective derivative alleles. A. Standard a1-
spotted kernels on an ear resulting from the cross: A1/a1-m X a1/a1 (912908-1/2765). 
B. Exceptional low a1-spotted phenotype found an ear resulting from the cross : (a1-m or 
a1)IA1 X a1/a1 (912904-14/2711) where the female parent had been selected as having 
no Cy activity (a plant derived from a bronze kernels). This non-standard a1-spotted 
phenotype is correlated with aberrant Cy activity (see footnotes a. b, and f in Table 3). Also 
note that there are fewer spotted kernels segregating than expected. C. Exceptional colorless 
kernels on an ear resulting from the cross: A1 Et1/a1-m et1 X a1/a1 (93g2007-
1/2027). Such kernels potentially carry defective alleles of a1-m5216. Note the etched 
phenotype on some kernels. 
Figure 2.-FamiIy 895298-9: An example of a pedigree carrying a1-m5216 that was 
used to test the relationship between Cy activity and the a1-spotted phenotype. Phenotypes 
of selected kernels are indicated beside solid arrows. Above solid arrows are the pedigree 
numbers and genotypes of the parent plants that gave rise to the ears from which seeds were 
selected. The row numbers of plants resulting from the selected seeds and the results of 
genetic tests on these plants are indicated below the solid arrow heads. Cy copy numbers 
were established via segregation ratios (see Materials and Methods) and are indicated in 
parentheses. * indicates that the data of the bz1-rcy test cross of that plant does not fit the 
expected ratios for one , two or three copies of Cy. In such instances, the ratio with the 
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smallest value was adopted for the estimation of the Cy copy number. Dashed arrows lead 
to the crosses that produced ears with seeds selected for further tests. Some data associated 
with this family are presented in Table 2. 
Figure 3.~Cloning of the a1-m5216 allele. Four overlapping clones span the entire 
a1-m5216 allele. The insertion site of Cy in the a1 gene is indicated. 
Figure 4.--PCR analysis of the defective derivative allele, a1-nr5940. A. Partial 
restriction map of a1-m5216. The positions of the PGR primers used in this experiment 
(A1.1 and Mu2183) are indicated by arrows. The 2.4-kb PGR product expected from a1-
m5216 using these primers is shown. The expected sizes of the DNA fragments resulting 
from the digestion of this PGR product with SamHI and Bgl\\ are indicated. B. PGR products 
and digestion results. The PGR products obtained from a1-m5216 and a1-nr5940 using 
primers A1.1 and Mu2183 are shown in lanes two and three, respectively. These PGR 
products were gel purified and subject to SamHI and Bgl\\ double digestion (lane four and 
five, respectively). G. The gel in Figure 4B was transferred to nylon membrane and 
hybridized with probes indicated in panel A. The 698-bp SamHI fragment in lane four 
became visible following a longer exposure (data not shown). 
Figure 5.--Gomparisons of six defective derivative alleles of a1-m5216Xo MuDR. Deleted 
regions are indicated by dashed lines. Deletion end points (as detected via sequencing) are 
listed under the restriction map. Deletions that were not sequenced were mapped between 
adjacent restriction enzyme site as indicated by parentheses. The sizes of parentheses are 
not proportional to the sizes of deletions. Restriction enzyme sites tested on the PGR 
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products are indicated for each allele. The transcripts from MuDR are indicated by bold 
lines {mudrA and mudrB) under the partial restriction map of MuDR. 
Figure 6.-Sequences flanking the MuDR deletion end points. The bases extending to each 
side of the deletions are shown in upper case. Deleted bases are shown in lower case. 
Deletion end points are numbered according to Mu9 (accession #: m76978.gb_pl). Direct 
repeats are underlined. 
Figure 7.--Gap-repair model. A-B. MuDR excises from one sister chromatid and generates 
a double-stranded break. C. Following strand invasion, the free 3' ends anneal with 
homologous sequences on the sister chromatid or elsewhere in the genome. DNA synthesis 
proceeds 5' to 3'. D-E. Repair is interrupted and the two partial strands anneal to each 
other at the site of a direct repeat. F. 3' overhangs are removed by exonuclease. G. DNA 
synthesis resumes to fill the gaps. H. The resulting molecule differs from the progenitor 
(see A) by the absence of one of the direct repeats and the entire sequence between the two 
direct repeats. 
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B. Excision leaving a double-stranded break 
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E. Annealing at direct repeats 
F. Exonuclease removal of 3' ends 
G. DNA synthesis resumes after exonuclease removal of 3' ends 
H. Resulting product 
deleted sequences 
Direct repeats within MuDR Target site duplication (TSD) 
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Table 1 
Results of a 7-/n52 7 confirmation crosses 
A. result from cross 2: al-m/al X a7/a7 
# of kernels with indicated phenotvoes 
plant # a1 -spotted^ colorless 
895216/5430 
895432/5216tc 
145 147 
114 140 
0.01"-s-
2.48"-S-
B. result from cross 3: A1/A1 bzl-rcv/bzl X al-m/al bzl-rcy/Bzl 
# of kernels with indicated phenotvpes 
plant # bzl-sp'' bronze® colored # of Cy^ 
895463/5216 210 50 208 2(4.6)9 
^ a1-spotted indicates a phenotype of colored spots on a colorless background 
(Figure 1A). 
^ value for a 1:1 ratio, indicates no significant differences. 
t indicates tiller. This is a reciprocal cross of cross 2. 
^bz1-sp (bzl-spotted) indicates a phenotype of colored spots on a bronze 
background. 
® bronze indicates a phenotype of bronze aleurone. 
^number of genetically active Cy elements carrying by the al-m5216 plant. 
See Materials and Methods. 
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9 According to the test results, the observed segregation ratio is 
significantly different than that expected for all possible numbers of Cy. The 
best fit is for 2 copies of Cy. 
Table 2 
Analysis of progeny with and without Cy activity from family 89g5298-9. 
A. Progeny tests of selection from 89g5298-9 with Cy^ activity (bzl-spotted selection)^ 
Results from cross 4: 
(al-m or al)/A1 X al/al 
# of kernels with indicated 
phenotypes 
Results from cross 5: 
A1/A1 bzl-rcy/bzl X {al-mox a1)/Al bzl-
rcY/(bz7-revor bzl) 
# of kernels with indicated 
phenotypes shfi' 
plant # a1-sp^ c|C C\<^ bzl-sp® bz'^ +/- #of Cyf^ 
906824-3 26 1 18 415 23 - >3 
906824-6 144 1 140 329 55 + >3 
906824-7 206 46' 233 183 192 - 1(.25) 
906824-8 207 1 174 369 83 - >3 
906824-9 177 0 193 179 132 - [1](7.3) 
906824-10 74 1 74 78 67 + >3 
906824-11 142 2 196 313 20 - >3 
906824-16 222 0 223 260 200 + >3 
906825-3 185 14 171 172 66 - 2(0.95) 
906825-4 198 7 207 39 19 + >3 
906825-5 206 2 169 99 44 - 2(2.54) 
906825-7 152 2 133 241 16 - >3 
906825-8 153 16 189 285 46 - 3(0.59) 
906825-10 260 4 311 87 84 + >3 
906825-11 139 6 116 42 15 - 2(0.05) 
906825-12 203 2 242 30 14 - 1-2(3.35, 
0.09) 
906825-13 173 23 189 190 38 - 3(3.62) 
B. Progeny tests of selection from 89g5298-9 without Cy activity (bronze selection) 
Results from cross 4: 
(al-m or Al)/A1 X al/al 
# of kernels with indicated 
phenotypes 
Results from cross 5: 
A1/A1 bzl-rcy/bzl X (al-m or a1)/A1 bzl-
rcv/(bz 1 -rcy or bzl) 
# of kernels with indicated 
phenotypes ^ 
plant # al-sp cl CI bzl-sp bz +/- #of Cv 
906822-1 0 0 all 0 all n.d^ 0 
906822-2 0 1/2 1/2 0 alt n.d. 0 
906822-3 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-4 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-7 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-8 +^(L)' + + +(L) + n.d. n.d-
906822-9 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-10 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-12 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-13 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906822-14^" 18(L) 73 84 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-1 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-2 + n.d. + + + n.d. n.d. 
906823-3 0 0 all + + n.d. n.d. 
906823-4 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-5 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-6 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-7 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-8 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-9 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-10 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
906823-12 0 0 all 0 all n.d. 0 
^Bronze -round-spotted kernels of ears resulting from cross 89g5358/5298-9: A1/A1 Shi bzl-rcy/shl 
bzl X Al/a1-m5216 Shi bzl-rcy/shl bzl were planted in row 906824-25. These plants were crossed by 
a1 (cross 4) and onto bz 1-rcy testers (cross 5). The resulting ears were analyzed and counts of kernels with 
the indicated phenotypes are presented in section A. Data from nine plants with A 1/A 1 (seven with Cy 
activity and two without Cy activity) genotypes are not shown. Bronze-round kernels were selected and 
planted in rows 906822-23 and crossed as described for rows 906824-6825. The resulting data are shown in 
section B. 
^ al-sp (a1-spotted): kernels with colorless background and colored spots (Figure 1 A). 
cl (colorless): colorless kernels. 
'^Cl (colored): colored kernels. 
®bz1-sp (bzl-spotted): kernels with bronze background and colored spots. 
^bz (bronze): bronze kernels. 
f + indicates the presence of shrunken kernels; - indicates the absence of shrunken kernels. 
^ Estimated number of Cy elements in plants. See Materials and Methods. 
'Colorless kernels of ear 906824-7/6934 were further tested and shown to carry a deletion-derivative of 
a1-1715216 (a receptor allele, al-r5835). 
J Not determined. 
^ Kernels with the indicated phenotypes were present but the numbers were not recorded. 
I Low spotting pattern. 
Ears from the al test cross contained a1-spotted kernels with standard a1-spotted pattern. a1-spotted and 
colorless kernels were tested in the next generation by crossing to a bz 7-rcy tester. The resulting ears from 
both selections had very few bzl-spotted kernels and the spotting patterns were low compared to standard 
bzl-spotted. This result indicated that the Cy element(s) carried by these plants had aberrant Cy activity. 
This is thought to explain the non-concordant results (the presence of a-mutability in the apparent absence of 
Cy activity) in the previous generation. 
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Table 3 
Summary of genetic test results for the association of al-m mutability and 
Cy activity 
A. Progeny of cross: a7-m/a7 Bz1-rcy/{bzl-rcyor bzl) X AUAl bzl-rcy/bzl 
selections: bzl -spotted and bronze 
# of gametes from the female parent with the indicated genotypes 
with Cv activity without Cy activity 
Row#s a7-m A1 a1 al-m A1 al 
89g5298-5301 8 0 6 0 0 10 
912907-2908 8 0 1 0 0 3 
91g7041-7044 10 0 0 5(L)a 0 10 
912903-2904 7 0 11 1 (VL)^ 0 7 
935930-5931 1 0 7 0 0 9 
935932-5933 5 0 2 0 0 4 
935934-5935 6 0 2 0 0 5 
906844-6846 11 0 10 0 0 15 
906847-6848 11 0 0 0 0 11 
935925-5926 1 0 3 0 0 6 
935928-5929 2 0 3 0 0 6 
935936-5937 4 0 4 0 0 6 
912893-2894 8 0 1 2(L) 0 2 
Subtotal 82 0 50 8 0 94 
B. Progeny of cross: a7-m//47 bzl-rcy/{bz1-rcy or bzl) X A1/A1 bzl-rcy/bzl 
selections: bzl-spotted and bronze 
# of gametes from the female parent with the indicated genotypes 
with Cy activity without Cy activity 
Row#s al-m Al al al-m Al al 
906822-6825 20 8 0 1(L) 19 1 
912901-2902 7 5 1(L) 0 9 0 
906832-6838 18 12 0 1(L) 34 3(r)C 
912905-2906 8 6 0 0 4 2 
Subtotal 54 31 1 2 66 4 
C. Progeny of cross: al-m/Al X al/al 
selections: a 1-spotted & colorless 
# of gametes from the female parent with the indicated genotypes 
Row#s 
with Cy activity without Cy activity 
al-m Al al al-m Al al 
912877-2880 14 H.D.d 0 0 0 11(r)e 
923287U-V 3 N.D. 0 3(L) 0 0 
923288U-V 1 N.D. 3 0 0 5 
906829-6831 21 N.D. 2 0 0 1 
912917-2918 2 N.D. 0 5(VL) 0 34 
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912915-2916 16 N.D. 1(L) 1(L) 0 11 
912890,2885 6 N.D. 0 0 0 2 
912889,2886 6 N.D. 1 1(VL) 0 3 
912911-2914 27 N.D. 0 2(VL) 0 23 
912909-2910 7 N.D. 0 0 0 5 
912891-2892 2 N.D. 3 4(U 0 5 
Subtotal 105 0 10 16 0 100 
Total 241 31 62 2 S f  66 198 
3 Low spotting pattern and very few spotted kernels. 
^ Very low spotting pattern and very few spotted kernels. See Figure 1B. 
Progeny from one of these ears was tested tand shown to carry a responsive defective 
derivative allele, a1-rl82. 
'^N.D. indicates no data; colored selection ( A l / a l )  were not tested. 
® Progeny from one of these ears was tested and shown to carry a responsive defective 
derivative allele, a1-r5835. 
''ah aberrant spotting patterns. See text for discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE ROLE OF THE MAIZE MuDR TRANSPOSON IN REGULATING Mu 
ELEMENTS: REPLICATION RATE, METHYLATION STATUS AND TIMING OF 
EXCISION 
A paper to be submitted to Genetics 
An-Ping Hsia and Patrick 8. Sclinable 
Abstract 
A MuDR element (designated MuDR:Cy2) which maps 10 cM distal of the pr1 locus on 
chromosome 5 was used to test the behavior of the autonomous element of the Mutator 
transposon family of maize. MuDR:Cy2 was shown to transpose at a rate of 3.3% of gametes 
per generation. MuDR:Cy2 copy numbers increased at rates that ranged from 0 to 28.6% of 
/WuDR-containing gametes. The different rates of MuDR replication reported here and in 
early studies exemplify the heterogeneity among MuDR elements. Genetic and molecular 
tests demonstrated that an active MuDR:Cy2 element can revert the Mu1 hypermethylation 
that is usually associated with loss of Mutator activity. The subsequent loss of this MuDR 
element via meiotic segregation results in increased Mu1 element methylation. These 
studies also demonstrated that the introduction of a single MuDR element into inactive 
Mutator lines is sufficient to reactivate the high forward mutation rate associated with 
active Mutator lines. Analysis of a novel change of state of a Mu element insertion mutation 
at the bz1 locus (bz1 -rcy4333y ) revealed that developmental regulation of MuDR activity 
is not responsible for the unique insertion and excision patterns associated with Mu 
elements. Instead, a model involving developmentally regulated gap-repair is proposed. 
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Introduction 
Maize lines carrying an active Mutator {Mu) transposon system exhibit a mutation 
rate approximately 50-fold higher than the spontaneous mutation rate of maize 
(ROBERTSON 1983); this phenomenon has been termed "/Wufafor activity" (ROBERTSON 
1978). Many of these mutations arise via the insertion of Mu transposons into genie 
sequences (BENNETZEN etal. 1984; O'REILLY etal. 1985; MCLAUGHLIN and WALBOT, 
1987; BUCKNER et al. 1990). Multiple classes of Mu elements, which generally have in 
common only their long terminal inverted repeats, have been cloned (reviewed by 
CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992; BENNETZEN etal., 1993). The transposition of all the 
classes of Mu elements is controlled by the autonomous element, MuDR. The MuDR element 
has been cloned by a number of groups (HERSHBERGER etal. 1991; CHOMET etal. 1991; 
QIN etal. 1991; HSIA and SCHNABLE, submitted). One of these isolates, MuDR:Cy, was 
cloned from the TEL populations which shares no recent pedigree with Mutator stocks. 
However, sequence analysis of the MuDR:Cy element has demonstrated that it is 
indistinguishable from other MuDR elements (HSIA and SCHNABLE submitted). 
The inheritance of Mutator activity is non-Mendelian and its regulation complex 
(ROBERTSON 1978, 1983). Mutator activity increases dramatically in early generations 
of inbreeding for the Mutator \ra\\ (ROBERTSON 1983) and is correlated with an increase 
in Mu1 copy number (ALLEMAN and FREELING 1986; BENNETZEN 1987; WALBOT and 
WARREN 1988). However, further generations of inbreeding quench the Mutator activity 
and Mu element transposition. This loss of Mutator activity is associated with increased 
5'-deoxycytosine methylation of Mu element sequences (CHANDLER and WALBOT 1986; 
BENNETZEN 1987). The genetic factors and molecular events involved in establishing the 
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altered methylation patterns are not well defined. However, in 6/6 cases, segregation of 
MuDR-1 from a Mu1 element is associated with the increased methylation of that Mu1 
element (LISCH et al. 1995). Once established, hypermethylation and Mutator inactivity 
are stable and dominant in some crosses to active Mutator lines (ROBERTSON 1986; 
WALBOT 1986; BENNETZEN 1987), but reversible in others (CHANDLER et al. 1988; 
MARTIENSSEN etal. 1990; BROWN and SUNDARESAN 1992). 
A paradox associated with the Mutator transposon family is that although the Mu 
element insertions that result in the elevated mutation rate associated with Mutator activity 
occur just prior to meiosis in reproductive tissues, excisions (as recorded by reversion of 
Mu element insertion mutations) are restricted to other developmental periods (reviewed 
by CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992). In contrast to the strict developmental regulation of 
Mu element insertion and excision, the two MuDR-enco6e6 transcripts can be detected via 
northern blot analysis throughout development (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). 
In contrast to Mutator activity per se, MuDR elements are inherited in a 
near-Mendelian fashion in genetic crosses (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1988; LISCH etal. 
1995). However, the genetic characterization of MuDR elements has been hindered by its 
high copy number in typical Mutator stocks, most of which carry multiple copies of 
genetically active MuDR elements. TEL-derived lines exist that carry from one to a few 
genetically active MuDR (Cy) elements (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986). Using these 
lines it is possible to follow the segregation of MuDR:Cy elements in genetic crosses via 
their ability to induce the excision of Mu elements from reporter loci such as those involved 
in the biosynthesis of anthocyanin. 
We report the genetic characterization of a MuDR:Cy element linked to the pr1 locus 
(PETERSON 1988), here termed MuDR:Cy2. The rates of transposition and replication of 
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this marl<ed MuDR:Cy were determined. Analyses conducted over several generations have 
shown that MuDR:Cy2 is responsible for alterations in Mu element methylation patterns and 
is capable of restoring Mutator activity to inactive Mutator lines. The timing of MuDR 
activity was monitored by a bz1-rcy derivative allele which can respond to activation of 
different MuDR elements (including MuDR:Cy2) early in development. This result 
demonstrates that the absence MuDfl-encoded transposase is not responsible for the 
temporal regulation of Mu elements. 
Materials and methods 
Genetic tester stocks: The shI and bz1 loci encode one of the maize sucrose 
synthases (CHOUREY and NELSON 1976) and flavonol (0)3-glucosyl transferase (LARSON 
and COE 1968), respectively. Kernels that are homozygous for sh1 exhibit a shrunken or 
collapsed kernel phenotype. Kernels that are homozygous bz1 exhibit a bronze aieurone 
phenotype. The bz1-rcya\\e\e has a rcy:Mu7 transposon insertion (SCHNABLE and 
PETERSON 1988, 1989a,b) which disrupts Bz1 gene function resulting in a recessive 
bronze aieurone phenotype. The excision of rcy:Mu7 can be activated by MuDR elements 
(SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1988, 1989a,b) and results in the appearance of somatic 
revertant sectors (colored spots) on the bronze background. The bz1-rcy stock is 
maintained as a heterozygote {bz1-rcy/bz1). In this stock, the bz1-rcy and bz1 alleles are 
in coupling with Shi and sh1, respectively. Because sh1 and bz1 are separated by only 2 
cM, sh1 serves as a convenient marker to distinguish between the two bz1 alleles in crosses 
involving this stock. The bz1 sh1 stock is homozygous recessive for both genes. The tester 
stock used in the transposition experiment is homozygous for bz1, pr1 and sh1. 
Mutator lines: Selfed lines from previously active Mutator stocks were a gift from 
D. S. ROBERTSON and P. S. STINARD, Iowa State University. The origins of these lines are 
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indicated in Figure 2. Plants A and B had the pedigree numbers 89g5335-3 and 
89g5333-5, respectively. Plants A and B both lacked Mutator activity (assayed as 
described below) and carried moderately and highly methylated Mul elements, respectively 
(assayed as described below). Mutator tests were performed according to standard 
procedures (ROBERTSON 1978, 1980). Plants were self-pollinated to create selfed 
progenitor families and outcrossed to standard non-Mutator lines to create outcross 
progenies. Selfed progenitor families were subjected to seedling tests to test for the 
existence of mutations carried by the Mutator stock. Outcross progenies were selfed and 
seedling-tested to identify new mutations not found in the progenitor seifs. Mutator activity 
was classified as "on" if three or more new mutations were isolated in the selfs of 
approximately 50 outcross progeny. 
MuDR:Cy2 line; The MuDR:Cy line used in this study (Cross 6, Figure 2 and Cross 
1) carries a single, genetically active MuDR:Cy element, here termed MuDR:Cy2, derived 
from TEL lines. MuDR:Cy is linked to pr1 (Peterson 1988). The pr1 locus is thought to 
encode flavonoid:3'-monoxygenase (LARSON and BUSSARD 1986), an enzyme that modifies 
anthocyanin pigmentation; hence, pr1/pr1 kernels exhibit a reddish coloration as compared 
to the purple color of Pr1/- kernels. The presence of MuDR:Cy in individual plants used in 
this study was established by endosperm mutability of the receptor allele bzl-rcy and 
confirmed via crosses to bz1-rcy (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986). 
Mapping MuDR:Cy2: MuDR:Cy2 vias mapped to chromosome 5L relative to three 
loci on chromosome 5 that exhibit kernel phenotypes: bt1, ae1 and pr1. The mapping 
strategy was as follows; plants with the genotype MuDR:Cy2 bt1 Ae1 Pr1/+ Bt1 ae1 pri and 
Sh1 bz1-rcylsh1 bz1 were crossed to plants homozygous for Bt1 Ae1 pr1 and sh1 bz1 and 
that did not carry MuDR:Cy elements. Plants grown from spotted kernels (i.e., those with 
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MuDR:Cy activity) from the resulting ears were selfed to revealed their genotypes and 
scored for recombination between MuDR:Cy2 and the other three chromosome 5 markers. 
Methylation assay: The Mu1 methylation status of individual plants was 
determined by assaying whether the H/nfl restriction sites in the terminal inverted repeats 
of the Mu1 elements carried by those plants were susceptible to HinU digestion. Genomic 
DNA isolated (SAGHAI-MAROOF et al. 1984) from ground freezed-dried leaf samples was 
subjected to restriction digestion according to manufacturers' specifications and 
electrophoresed on agarose gels according to standard techniques (SAMBROOK et al. 1989). 
DNA fragments were then transferred to nylon membranes (Magnacharge, Micron 
Separations Inc., Westboro, MA) and hybridized with a Mu1 internal probe (see below) 
prepared by random hexamer priming according to the methods described by SAMBROOK et 
al. (1989). The Mu1 internal probe fragment is released by Mlu\ digestion of plasmid 
pMJ9 which contains the Mu1 element (BENNETZEN et al. 1984). Resulting 
autoradiographs were scored for the presence of the 1.3-kb Mu1 fragment expected to be 
released by H/nfl digestion if both H/nfl restriction sites in the terminal inverted repeats of 
Mu1 elements were not methylated. A plant was scored as low-methylated if a prominent 
1.3-kb band was present (lanes 2 and 3 in Figure 1); moderately methylated if both the 
1.3-kb band and other larger Mu1 hybridizing bands were present and the intensity of these 
bands were all approximately equal (lanes 4 and 5 in Figure 1); highly methylated when 
this 1.3 kb band was absent (lanes 6 and 7 in Figure 1). Blots were scored by three people 
independently and the results were compared to confirm consistency. 
Confirmation of putative germinal revertants of b z 1 - r c y 4 3 3 3 y :  
Putative germinal revertants of bz1-rcy4333y were isolated from three different crosses. 
For example, colored shrunken kernels isolated from the cross: sh1 bz1-rcy4333yfsh1 
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bz1 MuDR:CyX - bz1-m4/- bz1-m4 would be expected to have the genotype: shI BzVI-
bz1-m4 if they arose via a germinal reversion event. Colored kernels resulting from 
contamination with sh1 Bz1 pollen have the genotype of shI bz1/sh Bzl or shI bz1-
rcy4333ylsh1 Bz1. The - bz1-m4 allele carries an >\c-responsive Ds insertion that is in 
coupling with a deficiency of the sh1 locus (McCLINTOCK 1956). Thus, the presence of the 
bz1-m4 allele could be assayed by crossing plants derived from colored shrunken kernels 
with an Ac source. Similar approaches were used validate the of colored shrunken kernels 
derived from other crosses. 
Results 
Mapping MuDR:Cy2: A MuDR:Cy linked to the pr1 locus was identified in stocks 
carrying a2-m668291 (PETERSON 1988). This MuDR element has exhibited 
near-Mendelian inheritance over six generations in crosses to bz1-rcy and shI bz1 stocks 
(SCHNABLE data not shown). Genetic crosses described in the Materials and Methods 
sections were used to establish that MuDR:Cy2 is 10 cM distal to pr1 locus (Table 1). 
Conservative estimate of M u D R : C y 2  transposition rate: This linkage 
between MuDR:Cy2 and the pr1 locus can be exploited to measure the transposition rate of 
MuDR:Cy2. Kernels that carry MuDR-.Cy and bz1-rcy/(bz1-rcy or bzl) and that are 
homozygous for pr1 have red spots. In contrast, kernels with the same genotype at the bz1 
locus, but heterozygous for Pr1, have purple spots. Hence, most spotted kernels resulting 
from a cross between plants that carry MuDR:Cy2 in coupling with pr1 but heterozygous for 
Pr1 (MuDR:Cy2 pr1/+ Pr1) and a line homozygous for sh1 bz1 and prl (Cross 1) will 
have red-spots. To isolate candidate transposition events, progeny of Cross 1 were screened 
for rare purple-spotted kernels. 
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Cross 1: S h i  b z l - r c y l s h i  b z l  p r 1  M u D R : C y 2 / P r 1  + X s h I  b z l / s h i  b z l  
pr1 +/pr1 + 
Such purple-spotted kernels may result from either crossovers between pr1 and 
MuDR:Cy2 or transpositions of MuDR:Cy2. The rationale behind this conclusion is as 
follows; Progeny from Cross 1 with the genotype, bz1-rcylbz1 (identified by the "round" 
phenotype resulting from the Sh1 allele which is in coupling with bzl-rcy) plus MuDR:Cy 
will have colored spots on a bronze background. If MuDR:Cy2 remains in coupling with pr1, 
those spots on the round bronze kernels should be red. Kernels with purple spots can only 
arise as a result of crossover between MuDR:Cy2 and pr1 or via transposition events that 
allow MuDR:Cy2 and Pr1 to segregate into the same gamete. 
From a population of 6491 spotted kernels derived from Cross 1, 739 
purple-spotted kernels were isolated (the remainder were red-spotted). (In this 
experiment, clustered events (ear sectors) and transposition events that had occurred in the 
previous generation were excluded.) Four hundred and sixty six of these purple-spotted 
progenies were testcrossed to determine the current linkage status between MuDR:Cy2 and 
Pr1. If a purple-spotted kernel from Cross 1 arose via a crossover or from transposition 
of MuDR:Cy2 to a site linked to Pr1, the ear resulting from Cross 2 would be expected to 
exhibit linkage indicative of coupling between MuDR:Cy2 and Pr1 (i.e., most spotted kernels 
on the ear resulting from Cross 2 would have purple spots). In contrast, if a 
purple-spotted kernel from Cross 1 were the result of transposition of MuDR:Cy2 to a site 
unlinked to Pr1 (Cross 3), no linkage would be observed between MuDR:Cy2 and Pr1 in the 
resulting ear (i.e., a 1:1 ratio for purple:red spotted kernels would be observed in Cross 3). 
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Cross 2: S h i  b z l - r c y / s h i  b z l  P r i  M u D R : C y 2 / p r 1  +  X  s h I  b z 1 / s h 1  b z 1  
p r i  + f p  r t  +  
Cross 3: S h i  b z l - r c y l s h i  b z l  P r i l p r i  M u D R : C y 2 / +  X s h I  b z l / s h i  b z l  
p r i  + l p  r 1  +  
The results from the testcrosses of plants derived from exceptional purple-spotted 
kernels from Cross 1 are summarized in Table 2. Most of the resulting progeny ears 
(398/466) continued to exhibit linkage between MuDR:Cy2 and the pri locus (but now in 
coupling with Pr1). Hence, these purple-spotted kernels are deemed to have arisen via 
cross-overs between MuDR:Cy and pri or transposition events that brought MuDR to a site 
still closely linked to the pr1 locus, but now in coupling with Pri. These results 
(398/(466/739x6491 =4093)=9.7 cM) are consistent with the 10cM distance between 
MuDR:Cy2 and pr1 established in the previous experiment. 
Analyses of testcrosses derived from the remaining 68/466 purple-spotted kernels 
revealed two patterns of inheritance. In 23/68 testcrosses a single MuDR-.Cy element 
residing at a site unlinked to Pr1 was observed. In the remaining 45 testcrosses, two or 
more MuDR-.Cy elements, unlinked to each other and Pri, were recovered. The transposition 
rate of MuDR-.Cy can be calculated by dividing the number of purple-spotted kernels that 
carry one or more MuDR:Cy elements unlinked to the pri locus (23+45) by the adjusted 
total population size (466/739x6491=4093) and then multiplying by 2 (because our 
assay only reveals 50% of the transpositions to sites unlinked to Pri). By these 
calsulations, 3.3% of the A/fuDR;Cy-containing gametes from Cross 1 carry a transposed 
MuDR-.Cy element. This estimate of the transposition rate is conservative because 
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transposition events tliat brought MuDR:Cy to sites linked to the pr1 locus would be scored 
as cross-overs {MuDR:Cy2 Pr1) or not detected {MuDR:Cy2 pr1). However, the rate of 
MuDR replication can be calculated directly as 2.2% of MuDR:Cy-conta\n'mg gametes 
(45X2/4091).  
MuDR is responsible for reverting the methylation status of 
hypermethylated Mul elements: It has previously been observed that Mutator lines 
sometimes lose Mutator activity and exhibit a corresponding increase in the degree of Mu1 
methylation (CHANDLER and WALBOT 1986; BENNETZEN 1987). Crosses of these inactive 
Mutator lines to active Mutator stocks sometimes result in active Mutator lines that have 
hypomethylated Mu1 elements and sometimes in inactive Mutator Vines that have 
hypermethylated Mul elements (reviewed by CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992; BENNETZEN 
1993). To determine the role of MuDR:Cy elements in this reactivation of Mutator activity 
and the corresponding reduction of Mu1 methylation, MuDR:Cy2 was introduced into inactive 
Mutator lines via genetic crosses. 
Two progenies of Cross 4 (plants A and B, Figure 2) involving two different Mutator 
stocks, were identified that lacked Mutator activity (as assayed via the Robertson seedling 
test, data not shown). Plants A and B were crossed as males onto a bz1-rcy stock that lacks 
MuDR elements (Cross 5, Figure 2). These crosses indicated that these two inactive 
Mutator plants (A and B) lacked genetically active MuDR elements (i.e., no somatic 
mutability was observed on the bronze kernels resulting from Cross 5 in Figure 2, data not 
shown). The Mu1 elements carried by plants A and B were moderately and highly 
methylated as assayed by Hinf\ digestion (see Materials and Methods, data not shown), 
respectively. 
Plants A and B were also used in exact reciprocal crosses to a MuDR:Cy2 stock (Cross 
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6, Figure 2) to determine if tlie introduction of MuDR:Cy2 could alter Mu1 methylation 
patterns and restore Mutator activity to these inactive Mutator stocks that had previously 
exhibited Mutator activity. Results of these reactivation crosses are shown in Table 3. 
MuDR:Cy activity (as indicated by the presence of bz-spotted kernels) segregated on all four 
ears resulting from these reciprocal reactivation crosses. In 3/4 crosses the ratios of 
spotted:nonspotted kernels were consistent with the segregation of a single MuDR:Cy 
(Crosses 6ar, 6b and 6br in Table 3). Although a fourth cross (Cross 6a in Table 3) 
exhibited a slight deficiency of spotted kernels, subsequent crosses with spotted progeny 
from this aberrant ear all exhibited segregation ratios expected for plants carrying a single 
MuDR:Cy (data not shown), suggesting that the deficiency of spotted kernels in Cross 6a was 
merely a statistical fluctuation. 
Plants were grown from spotted (carrying MuDRiCy) and nonspotted (without 
MuDR:Cy) kernels from Cross 6 (Figure 2). The MuDR:Cy status of each plant was 
confirmed via a cross with the bz1-rcy tester stock (crosses 7 and 8, Figure 2). Progeny 
from the two lines (A and B) behaved differently (Table 4). Among the progeny of line A, 
most plants grown from spotted selections carried MuDR:Cy (46/47) and most plants 
generated from nonspotted selections lacked MuDR:Cy (50/55). However, a few 
discordancies were recovered. The single spotted selection that produced a plant that lacked 
MuDR:Cy can be explained via somatic loss of MuDR:Cy. Similar events have been observed 
previously at a rate of approximately 2% of gametes (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1988). 
The five nonspotted round selections that carried MuDR:Cy can be explained via cross overs 
(see footnote d in Table 4). Alternatively, some of these discordancies may represent 
somatic losses of the receptor element, rcy:Mu7 located in bzl-rcy. Such events have been 
observed at rates of between 0.29% and 1.95% of gametes (SCHNABLE 1989a). 
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In contrast to the results associated with line A, one half of the spotted selections 
from line B did not exhibit normal MuDR:Cy activity (23/46). Eighteen of these 23 ears 
lacked MuDR:Cy activity completely. This rate of MuDR:Cy loss is far in excess of the 2% 
rate of MuDR:Cy loss that has been reported previously (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1988). 
This high rate of loss of MuDRiCy activity in Line B may reflect the on-going inactivation of 
MuDR:Cy elements in this genetic background. The remaining 5/23 discordant ears 
segregated for low-spotted kernels and gave aberrant spotted:nonspotted kernel ratios 
(aberrant because of an excess of nonspotted kernels; data not shown). These low spotting 
patterns and aberrant ratios of spotted:nonspotted kernels may be the result of a 
transposition event that moved MuDR:Cy to weak positions (LISCH and FREELING 1994; 
LISCH et at. 1995) or may also be associated with methylation/partial inactivation. No 
obvious reciprocal cross differences were observed within either Line A or Line B (Crosses 
6a vs. 6ar; 6b vs 6br in Table 4). 
The correlations between the MuDR:Cy content and Mu1 methylation status of most of 
the individual plants shown from Table 4 are shown in Table 5 (a few plants were not 
tested). In line A, plants that carried a MuDR:Cy element always (44/44 plants) had fewer 
methylated Mu1 elements as compared to their Mutator-'mactive parent, Plant A. In 
contrast, siblings that did not exhibit MuDR:Cy activity (non-spotted selections from 
crosses 6a and 6ar), had the same level or even more Mu1 methylation than Plant A 
(41/41) .  
Results obtained in Line B were not so straightforward . Although all (27/27) 
progeny harboring either normal or weak MuDR:Cy activity exhibited reduced Mu1 
methylation as compared to the parent. Plant B (which was highly methylated), some degree 
of demethylation was also observed among the progenies that did not carry MuDR:Cy activity 
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as assayed by Crosses 7 and 8 (Figure 2). Significantly, demethylation was frequent 
(83.3% and 72.7%) in those plants that were grown from spotted kernels but that lost 
MuDRiCy activity later in development (as demonstrated via crosses to bz1-rcy). These 
results suggest that even transient exposure to a MuDR:Cy element during somatic 
development can at least partially revert the methylation status of Mu1 elements. Among 
the plants generated from nonspotted kernels derived from Plant B, a reciprocal cross 
difference was observed. Only 4% (1/25) of the plants from Cross 6b (in which the 
maternal parent carried MuDR:Cy2) exhibited demethylation, while 77.8% of the plants 
from the reciprocal cross (Cross 6br, where the paternal parent carried MuDR:Cy2) 
exhibited decreased Mu1 methylation. 
To confirm MuDR's role in regulating Mu1 methylation, plants were grown from 
spotted and nonspotted kernels derived from Crosses 7 and 8 (Figure 2). These plants were 
assayed for Mu1 methylation and backcrossed to the bzl-rcy tester (Crosses 9 and 10) to 
confirm their MuDR:Cy content. The results of these genetic crosses were consistent with 
parental kernel phenotypes with only two exceptions (see footnote a in Table 6). Within 
Lines A and B, families that had never been exposed to MuDR:Cy (families 1689, 1687, and 
1688), did not exhibit a decrease in Mul methylation levels in this generation. 
Significantly, all plants derived from low methylated parents and that lost MuDR:Cy2 via 
meiotic segregation (families 1684, 1686, 1680, 1682, and 1678) exhibited increased 
levels of Mu1 methylation as compared to their parents. In contrast, all but one of the 
plants (25/25 and 7/8, and footnote a of Table 6) that harbored a MuDR element maintained 
their Mu1 elements as low methylated sequences (Table 7). 
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M u t a t o r  activity is restored by the introduction of a genetically active 
MuDR:Cy2 element to inactive Mutator lines: Mutator activity seedling tests were 
performed to determine if Mutator activity was restored in the progeny of the two inactive 
lines following the introduction of an active MuDR:Cy2 element. Spotted and nonspotted 
kernels were selected from four families generated from Crosses 9 and 10 of Lines A and B, 
(90g1677-1690, Figure 2) to test for Mutator activity (see Materials and Methods for a 
description of Mutator seedling test). None of the four plants generated from nonspotted 
kernels (i.e. no active MuDR:Cy) exhibited Mutator activity. Among four plants derived 
from spotted kernels, three gave ambiguous or negative Mutator test results (less than 
three new mutations isolated per test). However, one progeny plant from Line B exhibited a 
clear restoration of Mutator activity (three new mutants were isolated in the seedling test). 
These results demonstrate that a single MuDR:Cy2 is capable of reactivating Mutator 
activity in previously inactive Mutator lines. 
Replication rates of MuDR:Cy elements in the methylation study: 
Earlier in this report an estimate was provided of the rate of MuDR:Cy2 replication. This 
estimate was based on results following the selection of nonparental phenotypes associated 
with the pr1 locus. It is also possible to determine the rate of MuDR:Cy2 replication based 
on data obtained in the methylation study. In this study there was no preselection for 
progeny with an elevated probability of carrying transposed MuDR:Cy2 elements. Instead, 
the segregation ratios of spotted and nonspotted kernels on ears from individual progeny of 
Crosses 7-10 were examined. Those ears that had ratios of spotted:nonspotted kernels 
greater than expected following the segregation of a single MuDRiCy were deemed to carry 
multiple MuDR elements. This assay is very similar to those used by SCHNABLE and 
PETERSON (1988) and LISCH etal., (1995). Based upon these results the rate of MuDR 
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replication varied from 0-28.6% of /WuDR;Cy-containing gametes depending upon the 
Mutator lines and the generations assayed (lines 2-5, Table 8). SCHNABLE and PETERSON 
reported values between 7 and 34.6% lines 6-7, Table 8). LISCH et al reported values 
between 17.5 and 51.5%. Possible bases for these differences in the rates of MuDR 
replication will be discussed later in this report. 
Expression of MuDR activity is not the factor limiting M  u  
transposition during development: Because Mufafor-induced alleles almost invariably 
produce low rates of germinal reversion and exhibit small (i.e., late) somatic revertant 
sectors, it has been concluded that Mu excision is under tight developmental control 
(ROBERTSON 1980, 1981; WALBOT 1992; LEVY and WALBOT 1990). Since MuDR encodes 
the putative transposase of the yWufafor family (EISEN et al. 1994), regulated MuDR 
expression could be responsible for this developmental control of Mu element excision. 
Although the two transcripts encoded by MuDR, mudrA and mudrB, are present throughout 
all developmental stages as assayed via northern blots (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995), it can 
not be excluded that post-transcriptional regulation may temporally affect the amount of 
active transposase present in cells. However, by monitoring MuDR-.Cy activity through an 
exceptional bz1-rcy derived-allele, bz1-rcy4333y, that conditions an altered 
developmental pattern of reversion (described below), we show that MuDR transposase is 
present early in kernel development and thus demonstrate that functional MuDR transposase 
is not the factor that limits Mu element excisions early in kernel development. 
Several kernels with exceptional spotting patterns were isolated from Cross 11, 
Figure 3 (SCHNABLE 1989). One of them, 4333y (Figure 4), had large and very small 
revertant sectors quite distinct from the those revertant sectors associated with most Mu 
insertion mutants (including the standard bzl-rcy allele. Figure 4) in the presence of 
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active MuDR:Cy elements. The plant derived from kernel 4333y and control siblings were 
crossed io a shI bzl stock (Crosses 12 and 13, respectively, Figure 3). Cross 12 
established that the altered reversion pattern was heritable (Table 9). Crosses 14 and 15 
(Figure 3) were used to test if this altered reversion phenotype is conferred by the 
receptor allele (designated in this discussion bz1-rcy* to distinguish it from the reporter 
allele derived from Cross 13) or the MuDR:Cy* elements carried by plant 4333y. Cross 15 
established that the MuDRiCy* elements segregating in this plant do not condition the altered 
spotting pattern when combined with the standard bz1-rcy allele (Table 9). In contrast, 
Cross 14 produced kernels with the early spotting pattern (Table 9). Because this cross 
brought together the bz1-rcy* allele from 4333y with standard MuDR:Cy elements, the 
altered spotting pattern must be conditioned by an altered bz1-rcy allele, here termed bz1-
rcy4333y. bz1 -rcy4333y can also be triggered to produce early and very late somatic 
reversions in the presence of MuDR:Cy2 and two other sources of MuDRiCy elements (data 
not shown). Hence, the molecular features that regulate the bz1-rcy4333y change of state 
are cis located. In contrast, the regulatory control of the "big spot" line of WALBOT 
(1992) works in trans to trigger early somatic excisions at a number of receptor alleles 
{bz1::Mu1, c2::Mu1, a2-mu1, a2-mu3 and bz2::Mu9) and an elevated (0.5%) germinal 
reversion rate at bz1::Mu1. 
bz1-rcy4333y's rate of germinal reversion is also higher than that of the standard 
bz1-rcy allele. Ninety seven putative germinal revertants were isolated from a population 
of 19,652. Sixteen of 17 that were tested via genetic crosses and were confirmed to 
represent valid reversions (see Materials and Methods). Thus, the germinal reversion rate 
of this change of state is 0.47% of gametes, a value substantially higher than the 0.035% 
associated with the original state of bzl-rcy (SCHNABLE 1989), the 0.013% associated 
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with bz1::Mu1 (WALBOT 1992) and the 0.0083% associated with bz-mum4 (BROWN et al. 
1989). In combination with northern blot data (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995), these results 
demonstrate that MuDR transposase is not the factor that limits the rate of reversion from 
Wu-induced alleles just prior to meiosis and early in kernel development. 
Discussion 
A MuDR element in coupling with the pr1 locus, MuDR:Cy2, was used to characterize 
three aspects of MuDR activity: its ability to regulate Mul methylation, to 
transpose/replicate and to generate reversion events at a Mu-insertion allele. 
Approximately 10% of the progeny from crosses between Mutator stocks and 
non-Mutator stocks lack Mutator actMl)/ (ROBERTSON 1985). An even larger percentage 
of progeny derived from intercrosses among Mutator stocks (inbreeding for the Mutator 
trait) lack /Wufator activity, i.e., inactive Mutator lines (ROBERTSON 1983). Among these 
progeny a hypermethylation of Mu elements occurs coincident with this loss or suppression 
of Mufator activity (CHANDLER etal. 1986; CHANDLER and WALBOT 1986; BENNETZEN 
1987; CHANDLER et al. 1988) The genetic basis of these two kinds of inactivation 
(outcross and intercross loss) are thought to differ. Outcross losses may arise via the loss 
of MuDR elements by meiotic segregation (reviewed by BENNETZEN et al. 1993). In 
contrast, inactive Mutator lines derived from intercrosses among Mutator stocks are 
thought to be derived from a global suppression of MuDR activity perhaps via a 
host-mediated mechanism designed to prevent the deleterious effects posed by excessive 
numbers of active transposons (ROBERTSON 1983). However, the underlying mechanism of 
this suppression is not understood. Regardless of the origin of the inactive Mutator lines, 
subsequent crosses between them and active Mutator lines sometimes, but not always, result 
in reactivated Mutator progeny that have hypomethylated Mu elements (reviewed by 
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CHANDLER and HARDEMAN, 1992). 
In this study we demonstrated that a single MuDR-.Cy element is able to reactivate 
suppressed Mutator systems and reduce the methylation of Mu1 elements. Numerous 
progeny resulting from exact reciprocal crosses between two inactive Mutator plants (that 
carried hypermethylated Mul elements) and an active MuDR:Cy2 line were examined. 
Within one pedigree (Line A), progeny that received a single MuDR-.Cy element following a 
cross to a stock heterozygous for MuDR:Cy2 invariably had smaller proportions of 
methylated Mu1 elements than did the inactive /Wufator parent (Plant A). In contrast, 
siblings that did not receive a MuDR:Cy2 had the same (or a higher) proportion of 
methylated Mu1 elements as the parent. In a subsequent generation, loss of the MuDR:Cy2 
element via meiotic segregation resulted in increased proportions of methylated Mu1 
elements. These results clearly establish that MuDR is that component of Mutator lines that 
is capable of reversing the hypermethylation of Mu elements in inactive Mutator stocks. It 
has been proposed that the binding of MuDR-encoded transpose to Mu elements blocks the 
action of methylases (SCHNABLE 1988; CHANDLER et al. 1988). 
Within the other pedigree (Line B), the pattern of reactivation was more complex. 
Again, all progeny that carried an active MuDR:Cy2 element exhibited a reduced proportion 
of methylated Mul elements. Similarly, progeny that did not receive a MuDR:Cy2 via 
meiotic segregation generally had high proportions of methylated Mu1 elements. However, 
within this pedigree were a number of plants derived from gametes that carried MuDR:Cy2 
and yet yielded plants that lacked MuDR:Cy2 activity. This suggests that the MuDR:Cy2 
element was often suppressed in the Line B genetic background. This suppression must have 
occurred fairly early in the development of the sporophyte to explain the complete absence 
of MuDR:Cy2 activity in the ear initials. Many of these plants with suppressed MuDR:Cy2 
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elements exhibited a reduced proportion of methylated Mu1 elements. This suggests that 
even transient MuDR:Cy2 expression early in development can function to demethylate Mu1 
elements. 
As stated above, 50% of the MuDR:Cy-contam\ng progeny plants in Line B from the 
reactivation cross, lost MuDR:Cy activity during somatic development. In contrast only a 
few percent of similar plants from Line A lost MuDR:Cy activity. This significant difference 
in the ability of these two lines to support MuDRiCy activity is most likely a function of the 
inactive Mutator parents of the reactivation cross (which were not closely related). This 
conclusion is based upon the fact that sibling plants carrying the identical MuDR:Cy2 
element were used in the reactivation crosses. Plant A was derived by outcrossing a Mutator 
stock to standard non-Mutator lines for two generations. In contrast, Plant B was derived 
via intercrosses between Mutator stocks. It is possible that the serial outcrosses to non-
Mutator stocks that occurred during its development reduced the number of Mu elements 
carried by Line A (CHANDLER etal. 1986; BENNETZEN 1987; WALBOT 1986; WALBOT and 
WARREN 1988). In contrast, it would be expected that the selfing and inbreeding used to 
develop Line B would result in high Mu1 copy number (BENNETZEN 1987). Thus, the 
reduced capacity of Line B to support MuDR:Cy activity may be a consequence of the greater 
number of Mu elements expected to be present in this stock. 
In this report, reactivation was generally measured via an assay for excision (the 
appearance of somatic excision from the bz1-rcy reporter allele) and the reduction in the 
proportion of methylated Mu1 elements. However, a limited number of progeny in Lines A 
and B were also assayed for Mutator activity via the time-consuming Robertson seedling test 
which measures insertion events. One of the tested progeny from the reactivation cross of 
Line B that carried MuDR:Cy2 gave a clear-cut positive test for Mutator activity. This 
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result demonstrates that a single MuDR element is sufficient to reactivate enough Mu 
element transposition to confer Mutator activity. The absence of definitive results 
associated with the remaining progenies should not be taken to mean that these progenies are 
not experiencing Mu element insertion events. Progeny of Line A, may not contain sufficient 
Mu elements to generate enough insertion mutations to be recovered in the seedling assay. 
This is plausible because, as discussed above, the Mu copy number of this line may have 
been diluted during the outcrosses to non-Mutator lines . 
Analysis of MuDR:Cy2 demonstrated that at least 3.3% of /WuDf?;Cy-containing 
gametes from a plant with this element carry a transposed MuDR. This estimate is 
conservative because transposition events that brought MuDR:Cy2 to a site linked to pr1 
will either not be revealed or will be scored as cross overs due to the nature of the 
experimental design. 
The replication rate of MuDR:Cy2 was calculated as 2.2% in the MuDR transposition 
experiment but 0-28.6% in the methylation experiment. The replication rates for other 
MuDR elements have been reported as ranging from 7.2 to 51.5% (SCHNABLE and 
PETERSON 1989a; LISCH et a! 1995). The heterogeneity of MuDR element behavior has 
been discussed previously (SCHEFFLER and PETERSON 1990; LISCH et al. 1995). It has 
been shown that MuDR elements at different positions vary in their transposition patterns 
and duplication rates (SCHEFFLER and PETERSON 1990; LISCH etal. 1995). LISCH etal. 
described two near-isogenic lines that carry the same MuDR element, MuDR-1, at different 
chromosome positions (pi and p2) but have very different rates of replication (17.5% vs 
51.5%, lines 8 and 9 in Table 8). MuDR:Cy2 on chromosome 5 is at a different position 
from the position pi of MuDR-1 (which is on chromosome 2L). Similarly, MuDR:Cy2 is 
not at the same position as the MuDR:Cy element involved in the report by SCHNABLE and 
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PETERSON because the latter MuDR.Cy element is not closely linked to the pr1 locus 
(unpublished observation). Hence, one plausible explanation of the heterogeneity among 
replication rates of different MuDR elements observed here is position effect. Position 
effects have been proposed to explain variability in behavior among P elements of 
Drosophila (reviewed by L. WOLPERT 1994), as well as among plant transposons (RAINA et 
al. 1993; ALLEMAN and KERMICLE 1993; SCHEFFLER and PETERSON 1990; LISCH etal. 
1995). However, because the MuDR elements used in these experiments have not been 
sequenced, the possibility exists that alterations at the DNA sequence level of individual 
elements (i.e., composition effects) could be responsible for the observed differences in 
behavior. It is particularly important to address this question given the high frequency at 
which mutations occur in the MuDR element (LISCH et al. 1995; LISCH and FREELING 
1994; Hsia and Schnable submitted) 
In addition to position (and/or composition) effects genetic background may affect 
MuDR replication rates. Because both Plants A and B were derived from Mutator stocks that 
may have harbored suppressed MuDR in their genomes. The introduction of an active MuDR 
element, MuDR:Cy2, into these genomes may have reactivated not only receptor Mu elements 
but also any suppressed endogenous MuDR elements. Reactivation of these suppressed MuDR 
elements would inflate the apparent rate of MuDR replication rate in the first generation 
following the reactivation cross. The high rate of MuDR replication seen in the first 
generation, but not the second generation, of Line A (18% as compared to 2.2% in the 
MuDR:Cy2 lines) would support this hypothesis. That an increased rate of MuDR replication 
was not seen in the first generation of Line B may reflect the incomplete reactivation that 
occurred in this line. 
Most somatic reversions of /Wu-induced alleles occur very late in kernel 
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development and germinal (pre-meiotic) reversions are rare (ROBERTSON 1980, 1981; 
SCHNABLE 1989; Brown et al. 1989; Walbot 1992). One possible explanation for this 
finding would be tiiat MuDR transposase is limiting around the time of meiosis. However, 
northern blots reveal that both MuDR-encoded transcripts are present at normal levels 
during this time period (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). Further, our analysis of a change of 
state of bz1-rcy (bz1-rcy4333y) that exhibits elevated levels of early reversion around 
the time of meiosis demonstrates that MuDf?-encoded factors are not limiting at this 
developmental stage. Rather, some feature of Mu-insertion alleles limits the number of 
reversion events during this developmental time period. 
Mutation and reversion occur via the insertion and excision of Mu elements 
respectively. Both of these processes are tightly controlled during development. As 
discussed above, most reversions occur late during somatic development. In contrast, most 
Mu-induced mutations occur pre-meiotically. Hence, although excision would be thought to 
be a prelude to insertion, the finding that reversion does not generally occur during the 
developmental stage at which mutations occur most frequently has been a long-standing 
paradox of Mutator biology. 
Replicative transposition could explain the lack of correlation between mutation and 
reversion just prior to meiosis (reviewed in by SHARRAT 1989). However, this model 
would require that Mu elements are capable of applying two transposition mechanisms to 
explain the late, frequent somatic reversion that is characteristic of /Wu-induced mutants. 
Another explanation for the lack of correlation between the rates of reversion and 
mutation is that these events may not be accurately measuring the true rates of excision 
and/or insertion. For example, it has been proposed that gap repair may play a role in Mu 
element transposition (BENNETZEN et al. 1993; LISCH et al. 1995). Data from the analysis 
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of four deletion derivative alleles of MuDR:Cy1 support this view (HSIA and SCHNABLE 
submitted). It has been proposed that after the MuDR transposase makes a staggered cut at 
the target site duplication, and thereby allows the Mu element to excise, the cleaved empty 
site can undergo various repair processes (SAEDLER and NEVERS 1985; also reviewed by 
CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992 and BENNETZEN etal. 1993). Most repair events would 
result in an allele that lacks a Mu insertion. Depending upon the "footprint" left by the 
excision event, this allele could be either a revertant or a null allele. However, the outcome 
of a gap-repair process will depend on the genotype of templates used and if the process is 
interrupted or not, but would not generally lead to a reversion event. 
Hence, if gap repair is active around the time of meiosis, Mu elements may be able to 
excise and subsequently insert at new genomic locations and thereby cause mutations, even 
though the original site does not lose its Mu element. To explain the paradox, the 'late" of a 
cleaved site after the Mu excision would need to vary during development, i.e., gap repair 
would need to be developmentally regulated. Under this model, excision events that occur 
around the time of meiosis would generally be gap repaired and would therefore usually not 
lead to reversion. In contrast, excisions that occur later in development would be gap 
repaired less frequently. The phenotype of the change of state bz1-rcy4333y (that 
exhibits an altered pattern of reversion) could be explained if it exhibited an altered 
developmentally controlled resistance to gap repair. This model is supported by the finding 
that excision from bz1 -rcy4333y is not associated with an increased rate of seedling 
mutations (data not shown). Rather, it appears that the increased rate of early reversions 
associated with bz1-rcy4333y does not reflect an increased rate of early excision, but 
instead reflects an alteration in the frequency at which excision leads to reversion. 
According to this model, WALBOT's (1992) "big spot" line may carry a mutation that can 
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suppress developmentally regulated gap repair in trans. This model of developmentally 
regulated rates of gap repair would account for the difference between the observed rates of 
reversions at the various developmental stages. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1 .-Methylation analysis of Mu1 elements. Maize genomic DNA was digested with 
HinW and hybridized with a Mu1 internal probe (Materials and Methods). Lane 1 is a 
molecular weight standard. Lanes 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7 exhibit low-, moderate- and high-
methyiation patterns, respectively. 
Figure 2.-Pedigrees of Lines A and B. "Mu" indicates a Mutator line. Plants labelled "Mu 
off" lacked Mutator activity as assayed by the Mutator seedling test. "Mu 3 per se" 
indicates a plant generated from an intercross between two Mutator plants, one of which was 
itself the product of a Mutator intercross (ROBERTSON 1983). 
Figure 3.- Tests to confirm the heritibility and basis for a change in the spotting pattern of 
bz1-rcy4333y. * is used to distinguish the MuDR:Cy element and the bz1-rcy allele 
derived from the 4333y plant from those derived from the control plant, 4333z. 
Figure 4.-Phenotype of kernels (L-R) having the genotypes: bz1-rcy/bz; bz1-rcy/bz 
MuDR:Cy; bz1-rcy4333y/bz MuDRiCy. Note that the bz1-rcy4333y phenotype include 
both earlier and later reversions (large and small spots) than the standard bzl-rcy. 
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Table 1 
Mapping of MuDR:Cy2 relative to the pri, btl and ael loci on chromosome 5. 
Row #s btlAelPrl^ Btl Ael Prl BtlaelPrl Btl ael prl btlaelPrl btlaelprl btl Ael prl Btl Ael prl 
P SCO SCO SCO DCO DCO DCO TCO 
923233 20 12 4 3 1 1 0 2 
923234 25 12 4 3 2 0 0 0 
923235 25 8 5 2 2 2 0 0 
Total 70 32 13 8 5 3 0 2 
^ Number of plants with the indicated genotypes. All plants carried a prl  Bt l  Ael chromosome in addition to the one 
indicated in the table. The known order of markers on chromosome 5 is centromere, btl  (genetic position 42), ael 
(genetic position 57) and prl (genetic position 67). P= parental type; SCO= single crossover; DCO= double 
crossover: TCO= triple crossover. 
Table 2 
Analysis of 466 purple-spotted kernels resulting from Cross 1. 
# of individuals with the indicated genotypes 
single MuDR:Cy2 in coupling with Pri (cross-overs or transpositon to a site linked to the prl locus) 3933 
single MuDR:Cy2 unlinked to the prl locus (transposition) 23 
multiple MuDR:Cy2 unlinked to the prl locus (transposition + replication) 45 
3 The number of MuDR:Cy2 elements were estimated via the segregation ratio of spotted:nonspotted kernels. 
This assay can not distinguish between two closely linked MuDR:Cy2 and a single MuDR:Cy2. 
Table 3 
Results from reciprocal reactivation crosses (Crosses 6a and 6b In Figure 2). 
Crosses (Pedigree) # of kernels^ 
spotted nonspotted y2 result^ 
Line A 
Cross 6a: 89g5353-8/Plant A 
MuDR:Cy2/+ Shi bzl-rcy/shl bzl X +/+ shl bzl/ShI Bzl 28 48 4.49^ 
Cross 6ar:. Plant A/5353-8 
reciprocal of Cross 6a 40 51 n. 
Line B 
Cross 6b: 89g5353-1/Plant B 
MuDR:Cy2/+ Shl bzl-rcy/shl bzl+/+ X Shl bzl-rcy/Shl Bzl 53 51 n. s. 
Cross 6br: Plant B/5353-1 
reciprocal of Cross 6b 57 71 n. s. 
^The numbers of colored (Bzl/bzl) and shrunken bronze (shl bzl/shl bzl) kernels are not reported because they 
are not informative relative to MuDR:Cy activity. 
^Test of ratio expected (1:1 spotted:nonspotted kernels) if one MuDR:Cy \s segregating. 
^ Progeny of this plant were subjected to further tests and shown to segregate for a single MuDR:Cy (data not shown). 
This modest deviation from the expected ratio was therefore likely the result of statistical fluctuation. 
<^The x^value indicates that the observed ratio is not significantly different than the expected. 
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Table 4 
Genetic data resulting from Crosses 7 and 8 (Figure 2). 
Lines Family #s Progenitor Cross^ Kernel selections^ 
from Cross 6 
MuDR:Cy activity'^ 
+ +/-d -
A 906613,6614 Cross 6a spotted 23 0 0 
906609,6610 Cross 6ar spotted 23 0 1 
pooled 46 0 1 
906615,6616 Cross 6a nonspotted 2 0 28 
906611,6612 Cross 6ar nonspotted 3 0 22 
pooled se 0 50 
B 906601,6602 Cross 6b spotted 14 4 6 
906605,6606 Cross 6br spotted 19 1 12 
pooled 23 5 18 
906603,6604 Cross 6b nonspotted 0 0 32 
906607,6608 Cross 6br nonspotted 0 0 25 
pooled 0 0 57 
^ See Table 3 and Figure 2. 
b All selections were round and assumed to carry bzl-rcy because Shi is in coupling witli 
bzl-rcy. Tiie MuDR:CyZ genotypes of these kernels were confirmed via a testcross to bzl-
rcy line (Crosses 7 and 8). The results of these tests are listed under the heading 
"MuDR:Cy activity". 
c As assayed via Crosses 7 and 8, Figure 2. 
^ Weak MuDR:Cy activity. See text for discussion. 
® These exceptional progenies can be explained by crossovers between Shi and bzl-rcy in 
one of the parents involved in Cross 6. Such a crossover could produce a round kernel that 
did not carry bzl-rcy and could therefore not produce spots even in the presence of 
MuDR:Cy. In fact statistical tests showed that the spotted:nonspotted kernel ratio of four of 
these five ears is closer to the ratio expected when Shi is in coupling with bzl. 
Table 5 
Methylation analyses of progenies from Cross 6. 
MuDR:Cy+ a MuDR:Cy+/- MuDR:Cy-
Lines Family #s Cross^ Selection^ RC M L H M L % H M L % 
A(M') 906613,6614 6a sp 0 0 20 ICQ 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 -
906609,6610 6ar sp 0 0 19 100 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 -
906615,6616 6a nsp 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 6 17 0 0 
906611,6612 6ar nsp 0 0 3 100 0 0 0 - 2 16 0 0 
Total 0 0 44 ICQ 0 0 0 - 8 33 0 0 
B(HS') 906601,6602 6b sp 0 2 11 ICQ 0 2 2 100 1 4 1 83.3 
906605,6606 6br sp 0 9 0 100 0 0 1 100 3 5 3 72.7 
906603,6604 6b nsp 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 5 2 77.8 
906607,6608 6br nsp 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 24 1 0 4.0 
Total 0 11 11 100 0 2 3 100 30 15 6 41.2 
® Presence (+) or absence (-) of MuDRtCy activity in individual plants according to genetic data from crosses 
with bzl-rcy (Crosses 7 and 8 in Figure 2). Ears segregating very few low-spotted kernels indicate the 
presence of a MuDRiCy element with aberrant activity and are designated (+/-). 
^ Crosses from which selections were made (see Figure 2 and Table 4). 
^ Spotted (sp) or nonspotted (nsp) kernels were selected from ears generated from the indicated crosses. 
'^Methylation status of Mul elements of individual plant is indicated by high (H), moderate (M) and low (L). 
® Percentage of progeny plants showing decreased methylation of Mul elements as compared to their inactive 
Mutator parents (Plants A or B), 
^ Plant A carried Mul elements with a moderate (M) degree of methylation. 
9 Plant B carried Mul elements with high (H) degree of methylation. 
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Table 6 
Genetic data from Crosses 9 and 10 (Figure 2). 
Lines Family #s Progenitor Cross^ Kernel selections MuDR:Cy 
activity^ 
+ -
A 90g1683, 1685 
90gl679, 1681 
Cross 7a/6a 
Cross 7a/6ar 
spotted 
spotted 
pooled 
16 
18 
34 
0 
0 
0 
90g1684,1686 
90g1680, 1682 
Cross 7a/6a 
Cross 7a/6ar 
nonspotted 
nonspotted 
pooled 
1 
0 
17 
15 
32 
90g1689 Cross 8a/6ra nonspotted 
pooled 
0 
0 
9 
9 
B 90g1677 Cross 7b/6b spotted 7 0 
90g1678 Cross 7b/6b nonspotted - [ d  5 
90g1687 
90g1688 
Cross 8b/6b 
Cross 8b/6br 
nonspotted 
nonspotted 
pooled 
0 
0 
0 
9 
7 
16 
^ See footnote ^ in Table 4. 
^ As assayed via Crosses 9 and 10, Figure 2. 
^ These two plants carried MuDR:Cy activity even though they were derived from 
nonspotted kernels. The explanations proposed for similar discordant kernels in footnote 
of Table 4 would be equally applicable here. One of these plants (family 1678) 
exhibited increased Mul methylation relative to its parent. 
NA= not applicable. 
Table 7 
Methylation analysis of progenies from Crosses 7 and 8 (Figure 2). 
MuDR:Cv+^ MuDR:Cy-
Family #s Parent Cross'^ Selection'^ He M L %f H M L % 
methylation 
status^ 
90g1683, 1685 L 7a/6a sp 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 -
90g1679, 1681 L 7a/6ar sp 0 0 8 0 0 0 •Q -
90g1684,1686 L 7a/6a nsp 0 0 1 0 1 16 0 100 
90g1680, 1682 L 7a/6ar nsp 0 0 0 - 4 3 0 100 
90g1689 M 8a/6ar nsp 0 0 0 - 2 6 0 100 
0 0 25 0 7 25 0 100 
90g1677 L 7b/6b sp 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 -
90g1678 L 7b/6b nsp 0 1 0 100 5 0 0 100 
90g1687 L 8b/6b nsp 0 0 0 - 4 2 0 100 
90g1688 M 8b/6br nsp 0 0 0 - 6 3 0 100 
0 1 7 12.5 15 5 0 100 
3 Presence (+) or absence (-) of MuDR:Cy activity in individual plants according to genetic data from 
crosses with bzl-rcy (Crossed 9 and 10, Figure 2). 
^ Methylation status of parent plants. 
^ Kernels were selected from indicated crosses that gave rise to plants tested. Both parent/grandparent 
crosses are indicated. 
Spotted (sp) or nonspotted (nsp) kernels were selected on ears generated from crosses indicated. 
® Methylation status of Mul elements of individual plant indicated by high (H), moderate (M) and low (L). 
^Percentage of progeny plants exhibiting the same amount as or more Mul methylation than their parents 
from Crosses 7 and 8. 
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Table 8 
Replication rates of MuDR elements. 
% of qametes SAMPLE SIZE SOURCES 
1 2.3% 3872 MuDR:Cy2-prl, this report 
2 18.4% 49a Line A/1 st gen 906609-14, this report 
3 0% 33a Line A/2nd gen 90g1681 -1685, this 
report 
4 0% 22a Line B/lst gen 906601-6608, this 
report 
5 28.6% 7a Line B/2nd gen; 9og1677, this report 
6 7.2% 69 SCHNABLE and PETERSON, 1989 
7 34.6% 26 SCHNABLE and PETERSON, 1989 
8 17.5% 74 MuDR-l(pl), LISCH et al., 1995 
9 51.5% 69 MuDR-l(p2), LISCH et al.. 1995 
3 Within these four populations 34/111 ears exhibited segregation ratios that were 
significantly different (based on Chi-square tests) than those expected if one or more copies 
of MuDR were segregating independently. Some of these ratios may have represented 
statistical fluctuations or may have arisen as a consequence of crossovers between Shi and 
bzl-rcy, as described in footnote e of Table 4. Most of the aberrant ratios were due to a 
shortage of spotted kernels. Thirteen ears had very few spotted kernels (Chi-square values 
>10), while 18 had more normal ratios but were still deviant enough to be statistically 
different than the ratio expected if one MuDR were segregating. Similar aberrant ratios 
have been reported previously (CHANDLER and WALBOT 1986). The plants in the earlier 
study that yielded the ears with a shortage of spotted kernels exhibited Mul 
hypermethylation. In contrast, most of the Mul elements carried by the 31 plants that 
yielded such ears in this study were hypomethylated. Three ears had ratios between those 
expected following the segregation of one and two MuDR elements. Plants segregating for two 
closely linked MuDR elements would be expected to yield ears with this type of ratio. 
However, to be consistent with earlier studies (SCHNABLE and PETERSON, 1989), such 
ears were classified to minimize the rate of replication. 
Table 9 
Genetic data of Crosses 11-14. 
Kernel # 
rd sp® rd MuDR:Cy#^ 
nsp^ 
stdc^ 4333ve 
Crosses 
12 MuDR:Cy* Shi bzl-rcy/shi bzl X shI bzl/shi bzl 0 146 19 3-4 
13 MuDR:Cy Shi bzl-rcy/shi bzl X shI bzl/shi bzl 51 0 6 3-5 
14 Shi bz1-rcy*/sh1 bzl X MuDR:Cy shI bzl/shi bzl 0 154 0-1 
0 z j f  23 1 
15 MuDR:Cv* shI bzl/shi bzl X Shi bzl-rcy/sh 1 bz 1 28 0 25 1 
* * is used to distinguish between the MuDR:Cy and bzl-rcy present in the kernel showing bz1-rcy4333y 
phenotype and those from other sources. Genetic tests were performed to test if bzl-rcy4333y phenotype 
correlates with change in MuDR:Cy^ or bzl-rcy^. 
3 Kernels with round spotted phenotype. Kernels with shrunken phenotype are not reported. 
^ Kernels with round nonspotted (rd nsp) phenotype 
^ Copy numbers of genetically active MuDR:Cy elements were estimated by the ratios of spotted:nonspotted round 
kernels. 
^Standard fine spotting pattern of bzl-rcy. 
® Large-spot phenotype of bz1-rcy4333y. 
^ These kernels displayed the basic bzl-rcy4333y. phenotype, but had fewer total reversions than the kernels 
resulting from Cross 12. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The Mutator transposon family of Zea mays is an excellent tool for isolating genes 
(transposon tagging) and generating genome diversity in that it conditions a high insertion 
rate and produces many new mutations and chromosomal rearrangements (reviewed by 
CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992; BENNETZEN etal. 1993). An understanding of the biology 
of other well characterized transposon families, such as Ac/Ds and En/Spm, has facilitated 
their use in transposon tagging experiments in both maize and other species (JAMES et al. 
1995; DINESH-KUMAR et al. 1995; also reviewed by HEHL 1994). Our understanding of 
Mutator biology was limited because of the high copy number of Mu elements and its complex 
genetic regulation (reviewed by CHANDLER and HARDEMAN 1992; BENNETZEN etal. 1993). 
Although many Mu elements have been isolated since the first Mu1 element was cloned 
(BENNETZEN et al 1984), it was not until fairly recently that the autonomous element of 
the Mutator family, MuDR, was molecular cloned and characterized (QIN et al. 1991; 
HERSHBERGER et al. 1991; CHOMET et al. 1991). 
MuDR encodes two convergent transcripts, mudrA and mudrB (HERSHBERGER etal. 
1995). The deduced amino acid sequence encoded by the 2.8-kb mudrA shares sequence 
similarity with a group of putative bacterial transposases and is thus thought to represent 
the transposase of Mutator family (EISEN et al. 1994). The 1-kb mudrB transcript has no 
significant sequence similarity with any sequence in the database (EISEN et al. 1994). 
Northern blot analyses demonstrated that both transcripts are present in all tissue types 
examined at various developmental stages (HERSHBERGER et al. 1995). Thus, the role of 
mudrB in transposition was not clear. Due to its recent isolation, the knowledge regarding 
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the genetic behavior of MuDR was also linniting (LISCH and FREELING 1994; LISCH et al. 
1995). 
Through the molecular and genetic characterization of MuDR:Cy1, a MuDR element 
isolated from the TEL (Transposable Element Laden) population (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 
1986), data presented in Chapter One of this dissertation suggest that both transcripts 
encoded by MuDR are required for its ability to catalyze the transposition of Mu elements. 
Various aspects of MuDR's genetic behavior are described in Chapter Two. 
Cylrcy system was isolated from the TEL population and had been shown to be related 
to the iWutetor family (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1986; 1988; 1989; SCHNABLE et al. 
1989). Genetic data implied that an autonomous Cy transposable element was inserted at 
the a1 locus {a1-m5216: MuDR). This Cy element was cloned and partially sequenced. 
Restriction mapping and sequencing results indicate that Cy is another isolate of the 
autonomous element of the /Wutefor family, MuDR, and thus termed MuDR:Cy1. To 
understand the functions encoded by MuDR, six defective derivative alleles of 
a1-m5216:MuDR were isolated and analyzed. Five of these alleles (a1-r5835, a1-r5431 
, a1-r182, a1-r5938 and a1-r5306) behave like non-autonomous elements in that they 
can not transpose independently, but their transposition can be activated by active MuDR 
element in trans. Three of these al-r alleles have deletions that will disrupt transcript 
mudrA. One allele has a deletion that will disrupt transcript mudrB. The lesion associated 
with the remaining a^-r allele could disrupt either mudrA or mudrB, or both. The sixth 
allele, a1-nr5940, which does not respond to the activation of active MuDR elements, has a 
deletion involving transcript mudrA, the 5' terminal inverted repeat of MuDR and al coding 
sequence. These results suggest that both transcripts encoded by active MuDR elements, 
mudrA and mudrB, are necessary for autonomous transposition. Based on the DNA sequences 
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flanking the breakpoints, the origins of five of five sequenced deletions could be explained 
via gap-repair. . 
A MuDR element (designated MuDR:Cy2) which maps 10 cM distal of the pr1 locus on 
chromosome 5 was used to test the behavior of MuDR. MuDR:Cy2 was shown to transpose at 
a rate of 3.3% of gametes per generation. This rate is likely to be an underestimate because 
transposition events that moved MuDR:Cy2 to positions linked to the pr1 locus would be 
scored as crossovers or undetected. MuDR:Cy2 copy numbers increased at rates that ranged 
from 0 to 28.6% of MuDfl-containing gametes. The different rates of MuDR replication 
reported here and in earlier studies (SCHNABLE and PETERSON 1988; LISCH et al. 1995) 
exemplify the heterogeneity among MuDR elements. Genetic and molecular tests 
demonstrated that an active MuDR:Cy2 element can revert the Mul hypermethylation that 
is usually associated with the loss of Mutator activity. The subsequent loss of this MuDR 
element via meiotic segregation results in increased Mu1 element methylation. These 
studies also demonstrated that the introduction of a single MuDR element into inactive 
Mutator lines is sufficient to reactivate the high forward mutation rate associated with 
active Mutator lines. Analysis of a novel change of state of a Mu element insertion mutation 
at the bz1 locus {bz1-rcy4333y ) revealed that developmental regulation of MuDR activity 
is not responsible for the unique insertion and excision patterns associated with Mu 
elements. Instead, a model involving developmentally regulated gap-repair is proposed. 
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